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ABSTRACT

Strongly polarized radiation from AM Herculis binaries is believed to be due
to cyclotron emission from hot magnetized plasmas. The flat optically thin spec
tra and strong IR polarization observed in these binaries cannot be explained by
models assuming a homogeneous emission region with a simple geometry. We have
therefore studied the cyclotron emission from infinite plasma cylinders with uniform
magnetic fields and temperatures, but with a variety of axially symmetric electron
density profiles and shown that such inhomogeneous plasmas are able to produce
relatively flat spectra which cannot be produced by the homogeneous models. The
polarization at low frequencies is shown to be stronger than that due to the ho
mogeneous plasmas and the polarization at high frequencies is weaker. Using a
two-core model, in which a high-density core is surrounded by a low-density shell,
excellent fits to the optical/IR spectra and polarization of the AM Herculis systems
ST LMi, V834 Cen, EF Eri, and BL Hydri are obtained. The emission regions of
these systems are typically characterized by a tem perature k T ~ lOfceV and an
average dimensionless plasma param eter A ~ 10®.
We have also studied the steady-state hydrodynamics of bremsstrahlung-dominated shocks and calculated the cyclotron emission from them. Three types of accre
tion rate profiles - uniform, axi-symmetric and asymmetric - were considered.
The shock-structure is planar for the uniform accretion rate case. The shock due
to an axi-symmetric accretion rate is a curved surface. Near the rim of the shock
surface, there is an extended low-density region with k T ^ l Q k e V and A ~ 104; near
the symmetry axis, a high-density region exists with k T ~ lOfceV and A ~ 10®.

Bremsstrahlung radiation is emitted from the high-density region and cyclotron
emission from both. For asymmetric accretion, the post-shock region is asymmetric
and hence produces asymmetric light curves. All these inhomogeneous shocks pro
duce flat optical/IR spectra and strong IR polarization. These models were shown
to be consistent with recent photometric and polarimetric observations, implying
that the accretion columns in the AM Her systems are highly-structured and cannot
be explained by any homogeneous models with a simple geometry.

x ii

1. INTRODUCTION

Cataclysmic variables (CVs) are close binaries consisting of a white dwarf ac
creting m atter from a Roche-lobe-filled red dwarf. Their orbital periods are a few
hours, implying an orbital separation of about the size of the sun (~ 1011cm). They
can be divided into several classes: classical novae, recurrent novae, dwarf novae,
nova-like CVs, and magnetic CVs (see Robinson 1976), depending on their outburst
properties. The accreting m atter in the CVs forms an accretion disk in general (Fig.
la). Studies of the CVs, in addition to being of intrinsic interest, provide useful
information about accretion processes which are im portant in other interacting bi
naries containing neutron stars or black holes and active galactic nuclei (Frank,
King and Raine 1985).
The magnetic CVs are distinguished from other classes by the presence of a
magnetic white dwarf with a magnetic field sufficiently strong to channel the ac
creting m atter onto its magnetic pole(s). For an accreting magnetic white dwarf,
the magnetospheric radius

ta

can be defined as the radius where the ram pressure

is balanced by the magnetic pressure, i.e.

Here, p is the density of the accreting m atter, v the velocity, and B the magnetic
field. In terms of the parameters of the system, it can be approximately expressed
as (see Lamb, Pethick and Pines 1973)

where M and R are the white dwarf mass and radius, and the accretion luminosity

1

2

red dwarf
hot spot

LI point

accretion disk

accretion stream
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P ig. 1(a): Cataclysmic variable
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The magnetic CVs are divided into two subclasses: the DQ Herculis (DQ Her)
binaries and the AM Herculis (AM Her) binaries (Lamb 1985; Warner 1985). The
DQ Her binaries (also known as ”intermediate polars”) have orbital separations
larger than the magnetospheric radius. The flow of the accreting m atter is not
affected by the white dwarf magnetic field, when it leaves the inner Lagrangian
(LI) point. Like the case of the non-magnetic CVs, the accreting m atter swirls
around the white dwarf, forming an accretion disk (Fig. lb ), in order to dissipate
the large specific angular momentum. At a distance ~ r^ , the accretion disk is
disrupted by the magnetic field. If

is greater than a few times R, the accreting

m atter is channeled by the field lines onto the white dwarf magnetic pole(s) (King
1985). A hot spot is formed near the magnetic pole, where the accreting m atter
hits the stellar surface, and optical radiation is emitted. Near the outer rim of the
accretion disk, there is another hot spot which is formed where the accretion stream
from the secondary hits the disk. Optical radiation is also emitted from this hot
spot.
The DQ Her binaries generally show optical variations with various periods
(Warner 1980a). The stable 71s optical variation in the system DQ Her led to
the proposition (Lamb 1974; Herbst, Hesser and Ostriker 1974; Katz 1975) that it
contains a magnetic white dwarf spinning with this period (Robinson 1976), which
is different from the 4h39min orbital period (Walker 1954). Later, when Charles
et. al. (1979) tried to identify an unknown CV with the X-ray source 2A0526-328

4
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Fig. 1(b ): DQ Herculis binary
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(now designated TV Col), they found that it has a spectrum almost identical to
that of the AM Her binaries, another subclass of the magnetic CVs, except for the
absence of optical polarization. Thereafter, several systems similar to 2A0526-328
were also discovered (Griffiths et. al. 1980), and they generally showed different
photometric, spectroscopic, and/or X-ray modulation periods (Warner 1980b; P at
terson and Price 1980; W hite and Marshall 1981). For example, TV Col has an
X-ray modulation period of 31.9min, a spectroscopic period of 5h 29.2min (Hutch
ings et. al. 1981), and two photometric periods of 5h 11.5min and 4.042d (Motch
1981). The 5h 29.2min spectroscopic period is believed to be the orbital period, and
the 4.042d photometric period the beat period of the spectroscopic and photometric
periods. The X-ray modulation period, which is the shortest among these periods,
is probably the spin period of the white dwarf (Warner, O’Donoghue and Fairall
1981; Warner 1986). For a detailed review on the properties of different DQ Her
systems, see Warner (1985).
The discovery of the AM Her binaries began with the identification of the hard
X-ray source 3U1809+50 with the variable AM Her (Berg and Duthie 1977), which
shows a blue continuum with sharp emission lines but no absorption lines (Bond
and Tifft 1974). The orbital period of the system is 3.1 hrs (Hearn and Richardson
1977), and its spectroscopic features are similar to the nova-like CVs. However,
very strong linear and circular (~

1 0 %)

polarization at optical frequencies were

discovered (Tapia 1977a, b), suggesting a strong magnetic field on the white dwarf
surface. Strong circular polarization (~ 35%) was also observed later in AN UMa
by Krzeminski and Serkowski (1977), leading them to propose that these systems
form a new type of object (which are sometimes called ’’polars” ).

6

Many models in which the system was assumed to have an accretion disk were
proposed (e.g. Crampton and Cowley 1977; Szkody and Brownlee 1977; Fabian
et.

al.

1977; Priedhorsky and Krzeminski 1978) to explain many of the early

observations. However, Chanmugam and Wagner (1977) pointed out that for a
white dwarf with a strong magnetic field (B ~ 108 G), its magnetospheric radius rx
(^, 1 0 n cm) may be larger than the orbital separation (~

1 0 10cm)

of the binaries.

Consequently, an accretion disk is prevented from being formed. The accreting
m atter is forced to flow along the magnetic field lines and is channeled onto the
pole(s) of the white dwarf through an accretion column(s) (Fig. lc). The white
dwarf rotates synchronously (Joss, Katz and Rappaport 1979; Lamb et. al. 1983),
so th at the intensities of the radiation in different frequency-bands vary with the
same (orbital) period.
Sixteen systems have been identified as AM Her binaries (Table 1), and they gen
erally show strong (~ 10%) optical/IR polarization and strong X-ray luminosities
(~ 1031enjrs-1 , Table 2) (Liebert and Stockman 1985; Lamb 1985). The optical/IR
radiation and X-rays together with the broad emission lines vary with a period of
« (81 —240)min. The most striking feature of the period-distribution, which is
believed to be due to orbital variation, is that

6

of the 16 systems have periods

lying within a narrow range of (113-115)min. The system EF Eri has the short
est period (81.02 min), which is about the minimum orbital period of CVs with
a hydrogen-rich secondary (Patterson 1984). Similar to other CVs, there is also a
period gap, between (12Q-180)min, in which the number of the systems with such
period is exceptionally few. The system EXO 033319-2554.2 is the only one known
to date with the period (126.4 min) lying in the gap.
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Table 1 i Properties of AM Her systems
system

P(rnin)

B(MG)

m(v)

EP Erl (2A0311-227)
DP Leo (E1114+1B2)
W Pup

81.02
89.80
100.44

14-15
17-21
14-16

VB34 Cen (E1405-451)
Gruo VI
MR Ser (PG1550+191)
BL Hydri (H0139-638}
ST IMi (CW1103+254)
1E104B.5+5421
EXO 023432-5232.3
AH UMa
EXO 033319-2554.2
AM Her (4U18144+50)
V1500 Cyg
HO530+6O8
QO Vul (E2003+225)

101.52
108.6
113.58
113.64
113.89
114.5
114.6
114.84
126.4
185.65
197.5
199.86
222.51

30(Z)
44.0(c)
31.5(C)
56,30.5(c)*
20-25{2,c)

----

36(2),24.6 ( C )
30(z)
30(z)

---35.8(c)
56(c)
20(z)
40.8(c)
30(z)

15-16
“18
15-16
15-16,17
15-17
18-19.5
18-20
15-16,19
“17
12-14
“17
14-16,17
12-15,18

d(pc)
100
380
155
90

----

142
130
136
<240
“400
<230
>200
71
1200
<730
>215

Ref
1,2,3,4,15
5,6,16
7,8,9,10,20
38
9,11,12,13
14
6,15,17
18,19,20
6,21
20,22
23
9,15,20,24,25
34,35,36
9,26,27,28
37
20,29,30
17,31,32,33

Note: P Is the orbital period, B the magnetic field, m(v) the absolute
visual magnitude, and d the distance. The magnetic field is determined
from Zeeman lines (z) and cyclotron features (c). For MR Ser, two
different values were obtained by different methods. For W Pup, the
two values (*) correspond to two different poles.
References:
1. Bond, Chanmugam and Grauer (1979)
2. Griffiths et. al. (1979)
3. Williams and Hiltner (1962)
4. Young et. al. (1982)
5. Biermann et. al. (1985)
6. Szkody, Liebert and Panek (1985)
7. Visvanathan and Wickramasinghe (I960)
9. Bailey (1985)
10. Schneider and Young (1980)
11. Wickramasinghe, Tuohy and Visvanathan (1987)
12. Rosen, Mason and Cordova (1987)
13. Mason et. al. (1983)
14. Tuohy et. al. (1988)
15. Schmidt, Stockman and Grand! (1986)
16. Cropper (1989a)
17. Mukai and Charles (1986)
IB. Wickramasinghe, visvanathan and Tuohy (1984)
19. Pickles and Visvanathan (1983)
20. King and Watson (1987)
21. Bailey et, al. (1985)
22. Morris et. al. (1987)
23. Beuermann et. al. (1987)
24. Szkody et. al. (1981)

25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.

Liebert et. al. (1982)
Bailey, Hough and Wickramasinghe (1988)
Schmidt, Stockman and Margon (1981)
Hazeh, Kieboctn and Helse (1986)
Reoillard et. al. (1986)
Mason, Liebert and Schmidt (19B9)
Nousek et. al. (1984)
Mukai, Charles and Smale (1988)
McCarthy, Bawyer and Clarke (19B6)
Berriman and Smith (1988)
Ferrarlo et. al. (1988)
Osborne et. al. (1988)
Stockman, Schmidt and Lamb (1988)
Wickramasinghe, Ferrarlo and Bailey (1989)

Table 2 s X-ray and Optical Luminosities of AH Her systems
system

L(hx)

L(SX)

L(Opt)

Ref

EF Eri (2A0311-227)
DP Leo (E1114+182)
W Pup
VB34 Cen (E1405-451)
Grus VI
MB Ser (PG1550+191)
BL Hydri (H0139-638)
ST XHL (CW1103+254)
1E104B.5+5421
EXO 023432-5232.3
AH UMa
EXO 033319-2554.2
AH Her (4U18144+50)
V1500 cyg
H0538+608
00 VUl (E2003+225)

“1.5e32
«le32
0.5-5e31
3.5e31

(0.2-4.3)e32
>“7e31
(3-20)e31
5e31

0.3e32
>”le32
6e31
l.le31

1,2,6
4,5
5,6
3,5,9

2.8e31
<le32
5e32
>le30

3,5
3,7
2,5
3,10

4.4e31
"Ie32

5,6
11
3,5,6,13

“3e32
>5e32

3,12
8

1.5e31
7.2e30
5e31
<1.2e32
<7.0e31
(2-4.4)e31
1.3e32
<4.6e32
<2.4e33

---2.7e32
“Se32
»le32
1.7e32
4e31
"5e32

---<le34

----

Note: The hard X-ray luminosity L(hx), the soft X-ray luminosity L(sx)
and the optical luminosity L(opt) are given in erg/s. Here, e31 means

10“

.

ReferBQces?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Beuermann, Stellar and Patterson (1987)
Beuermann (1987)
King and Watson (1987)
Bierman et. al. (1985)
Szkody, Liebert and Panek (1985)
Patterson et. al. (1984)
Agrawal, Reigler and Rao (1983)
Osborne et. al. (1986)
Bonnet-Biduad et. al. (1985)
Morris et, al. (1987)
Osborne et. al. (1988)
Remillard et. al. (1986)
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The objectives of this dissertation are to study the radiation and hydrodynamic
processes in inhomogeneous accretion columns and apply the results to explain the
observed optical/IR spectra, polarization, and photometric and polarization light
curves of the AM Her binaries which cannot be explained by previous models in
which the emission region was assumed to be a homogeneous plasma. In Chapter
2, we first present a general review of different types of radiation from the AM
Her binaries. Then, in Chapter 3, we discuss the radiative transfer equations and
the methods to calculate the cyclotron absorption coefficients, which are im portant
quantities to determine the spectra and polarization of the radiation from magne
tized plasmas. In section 4.1 of Chapter 4, we review the previous calculations of
the polarized radiation from AM Her binaries assuming a homogeneous emission re
gion and the limitations of the homogeneous models. In section 4.2, we present our
calculations assuming inhomogeneous plasma cylinders with different electron den
sity profiles and apply these inhomogeneous models to explain the flat optical/IR
spectra and strong IR polarization observed in the AM Her systems, ST LMi, V834
Cen, EF Eri and BL Hydri. In Chapter 5, we study the hydrodynamic processes in
the accretion columns and determine the shock-structure in the emission region. In
Chapter 6 , we present self-consistent calculations of the polarized radiation from an
inhomogeneous emission region, in which the shock-structure is considered and the
inhomogeneities are determined by steady-state hydrodynamics. We apply these
self-consistent calculations to explain the locations of the brem sstrahlung and cy
clotron emission regions and discuss the implications of the inhomogeneous shocks.

2. R A D IA T IO N F R O M A M H E R B IN A R IE S

In the AM Her systems, the accreting m atter is streamed by the strong magnetic
field after leaving the inner Lagrangian (L l) point of the Roche lobe. It then flows
along the magnetic field lines, forming an accretion column(s). During the flow, the
accreting m atter is accelerated to a supersonic speed by the gravity of the white
dwarf. Before settling down onto the white dwarf surface, this supersonic accreting
m atter decelerates abruptly to a subsonic speed, and an accretion shock is formed
near the base of the accretion column. The shock heats up the accreting m atter to
an X-ray emitting temperature, and the shock-heated m atter is then cooled down
by means of either bremsstrahlung and/or cyclotron emission, depending on the
accretion rates and on the magnetic field in the post-shock region.
2 .1 .

E m issio n L ines

The AM Her binaries emit strong HI, Hel, and Hell emission lines (Liebert and
Stockman 1985). The Doppler velocity corresponding to the emission lines can be
described by
=

K vain[2it{<j) - <j>)\ +

7

,

(4)

where K v is the semi-velocity-amplitude, <f>the orbital phase, <f>‘ the magnetic phase
for zero-crossing, and

7

the mean (systemic) radial velocity (Liebert et. al. 1982a).

The emission lines can be roughly divided into two components (Table 3):
the broad-velocity (A v ~

10 3£m

s” 1) component and the narrow-velocity (Av ~

102k m s -1 ) component. The broad-velocity component, which consists of hydrogen
and Hell A4686 lines, is emitted from gas with a large velocity distribution upstream

Table 3 i Semi-velocity-amplitude of Emission Line Components
components

ST IMi [1]

VB34 cen [2]

H0538+608 (3)

broad-velocity

300

234
235

19B
197

narrow-velocity

614

644
556

544
491

“900 *

7B5
790

high-velocity

* Note: For V834 Cen, since the high-velocity component appears only
from the orbital phase 0.6 to the orbital phase 0.9, it is
difficult to determine the semi-velocity-amplitude. Here, the
maximum blue-shift value of the velocity component is presented
instead. The semi-velocity-amplitudes are given in km/s.
Referencesi
1. Bailey et. al. (1985)
2. Rosen, Mason and Cordova (1987)
3. Mason, Liebert and Schmidt (19B9)
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in the accretion column. The narrow-velocity component consists of the hydrogen
lines. Its velocity variations lag the broad-velocity component by several tenths of
an orbital phase, and this component is believed to arise from the vicinity of the
secondary (Liebert and Stockman 1985).
Recently, a high-velocity component was discovered in the systems V834 Cen
(Rosen, Mason and Cordova 1987) and H0538+608 (Mason, Liebert and Schmidt
1989). Its semi-velocity-amplitude has the same order of m agnitude as the broadvelocity components (Table 3). This component is also approximately in phase with
the broad-velocity component, but, unlike the broad-velocity component, it appears
only in p art of the orbital cycle. Rosen, Mason and Cordova (1987) suggested that
it probably arises from the sides of the accretion stream heated by X-rays. However,
the exact origin is still unclear.

2.2. X-rays
The hard X-rays em itted from the AM Her binaries are believed to be due to
optically thin bremsstrahlung radiation arising from the shock-heated region in the
accretion column. For a neutral hydrogen plasm a with an electron density N and a
tem perature T in therm al equilibrium, the bremsstrahlung emissivity is (see Rybicki
and Lightman 1979)

j t T = 1.4 x 10~27T ^ 2N 2g ff( T ) erg s ^ c m - 3 ,

where <?//(T) is the the Gaunt factor, and its value is

(5)

1 for T £ lO e/C The cross-

section of the emission region is less than 0.172 (where R is the white dwarf radius),
so th at iV £ l0 16cm -3 typically. The bremsstrahlung cooling time-scale of such a
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plasma is
3NkT
n , n E / k T \ 1/2 /
N \ ~ x
hr~ jtr ”
(lO fce F /
\1 0 16cm-3 /
S'

'

^

If the cooling is principally due to bremsstrahlung radiation (Lamb and Masters
1979), the height of shock is approximately given by

i.

vf f *

sh ~
where
Since

vjj

4

v f f *

CQot ~

M

4

RN ’

^ ^

= (2 G M /R )1/ 2 is the free-fall velocity, and t cooj the cooling time scale.
oc 1/IV, a large accretion rate implies a small shock height. Also, h3h oc

V ffT 1/2 oc (M / R ), so that the shock height generally increases with the white dwarf
mass for a fixed accretion rate. For M m M©, JlRi 5 x 108cm and N = 1016cm-3 ,
the shock height is ~ 107cm. If cyclotron cooling is also considered, the shock
height will be smaller. The effects of cyclotron cooling are discussed in Chapter 5.
The temperature at the shock is
3GMfi
«
Here

/ M \ / f i x 108c m \ , „
- “ t e X

-

~

r

v-

(8)

is the mean molecular mass of the particles, and /i = m pf 2, where m p is

the proton mass, for ionized hydrogen (Hoshi 1973). For typical white dwarf pa
rameters, kTa}t ~ 20fceF, which is in agreement with the the observed hard X-ray
spectral tem perature of ~ (20 — 40)keV (Swank et. al. 1977; Rothschild et al.
1981; Beuermann 1987). The hard X-ray luminosity Lhx is ~ 1031er<? s -1 , and
the emission measure (EM « /3JV2, where I is the size of the emission region) of
the hard X-ray is ~ 1054cm-3, implying that the area of the bremsstrahlung emis
sion region is ~ 1014cm2 (Beuermann 1987). Calculations by Lamb and Masters
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(1979), Kylafis and Lamb (1982), and Imamura and Durisen (1983) showed that the
hard X-ray light curves can generally be explained by assuming the emission region
as a single-temperature homogeneous plasma with bremsstrahlung cooling as the
dominant process (Imamura 1984). However, the observed hard X-ray spectra are
much flatter than expected for thermal bremsstrahlung from a single-temperature
emission region (Kylafis and Lamb 1982, Lamb 1985), implying that the emission
process and the structure of the emission region are more complicated than pre
viously thought, or alternatively, that some physical processes which harden the
spectrum have not been accounted for.
Most AM Her systems have a strong soft X-ray component (Lsx&lO^erg a-1 )
which can be described by a black-body spectrum with a temperature k T ^ rsj ( 1 6 40)eV (Tuohy et. al. 1978, 1981). For standard models (e.g. Lamb and Masters
1979), the total luminosity is the sum of the optical, hard X-ray and soft X-ray
luminosities, i.e. L aCc ~ Lhx + L sx + Lopt. If the soft X-rays are due to reprocessed
radiation, then (see Lamb 1985)

L sx SJ Lhx‘

(9)

However, for most systems, the observed L sx is generally larger than Lhx by more
than an order of magnitude, contrary to the prediction of these models. This is
known as the soft X-ray puzzle (Heise et. al. 1985). Various explanations were
suggested by many authors (e.g. King and Lasota 1979; Fabbiano et. al. 1981;
Kuijpers and Pringle 1982; Frank, King and Lasota 1983, 1988), but none of these
is entirely satisfactory.
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2.3. Optical/IR Radiation
All AM Her binaries are characterized by the strong optical polarization (~ 10%,
see Table 4) they emit. This value is typically several times larger than the value
observed in isolated white dwarfs. Such strongly polarized radiation is believed to
be due to cyclotron emission arising from the post-shock region in the accretion
column, or its vicinity (Chanmugam and Dulk 1981; Meggitt and Wickramasinghe
1982).
For most AM Her systems the post-shock region moves across the the white
dwarf limb, during the orbital cycle, and the orientation of the emission region
changes. Maximum optical intensity occurs during the bright phase where the
emission region is facing the observer. During the faint phase, the emission region
is eclipsed by the white dwarf limb, and therefore the intensity is a minimum (Fig.
2).
The general features of the circular polarization light curves (Fig.

2) vary

similarly to the photometric light curves. There is also an eclipse at the same orbital
phase as the photometric light curve. This suggests that the polarized radiation is
emitted from regions at or near the shock. The linear polarization appears as two
sharp pulses, or sometimes one, when the accretion column is viewed at 8 — 90°.
However, its value is reduced when the circular polarization reaches its maximum
(Fig. 2). This can be explained if the polarized radiation is interpreted as cyclotron
emission from a hot plasma. The variation of the circular and linear polarization
is due to cyclotron opacities changing with the viewing angle 6, the angle made by
the line of sight and the magnetic field of the emission region (Chanmugam and
Dulk 1981; Meggitt and Wickramasinghe 1982). During the ingress and the egress

Table 4 i Absolute Values of Maximum Circular Polarization in Different
Frequency-Bands
Ref

U

B

V

R

I

[1]
[2]
DP Leo
13]
W Pup
14]
15]
V834 Cen
[6]
17]
[8]
MR Ser
BL Hydri
[9]
ST IMi
[10]
[U]
[12]
1E1048.5
AN UMa
[13]
[14]
EXO 033319 [IS]
[16]
AM Her*
[17]
V1500 Cyg [18]
H053B+60B [19]
[20]
QQ Vul

3%

8%
8%

13%

10%
13%

8%
4%

10%

24%

3%

11%
3%

30%
29%
13%

H

K

15%

27%

15%
19%

26%
13%
17%

17%
13%

35%

white
13%
35%
8%
10%

0%

0%

20%

25%

18%

14%
31%

J

7%

13%

18%
18%
20%

25%
31%

10%

10%

2%

9%

5%

(*•

0%

U1

EF Eri

-o

B y s te m

* Note: In faint state.
References:
1. Piirola, Reiz and Coyne (1987b)
2. Cropper (1985)
3. Biermann et. al. (19B5)
4. Liebert and Stockman (1979)
5. Cropper and Warner (1986)
6. Cropper (1986)
7. Cropper (1989a)
B. Liebert et. al. (1982b)
9. Piirola, Reiz and Coyne (1987a)
10. Bailey et. al. (1985)
11. cropper (1986)
12. Morris et. al. (1987)
13. Krzeminski and Serkowski (1977)
14. Liebert et. al. (1982)
15. Ferrario et. al. (1988)
16. Berrlmann and Smith (1988)
17. Bailey, Hough and wickramasinghe (1988)
18. Stockman, Schmidt and Lamb (1988)
19. Mason, Liebert and Schmidt (1989)
20. Nousek et. al. (1984)

7%

1.5%
10%

Intensity (xlOOO counts)

10.00

5.00

Circular Polarization (%)

o.oo
5.00

■5.00

15.00

■25.00

Linear Polarization (%)

20.00

10.00

0.00 «0.00

0.30

0.60

1 .2 0

Orbital Phase
F ig. 2: The photometric (top panel), circular polarization (middle panel), and linear
polarization (bottom panel) light curves of the system ST LMi. Data from
Cropper (1986).
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phases, 6 ps 90°, and therefore the circular polarization is very small but the linear
polarization is at its maximum. At the bright phases, the emission region is pole-on,
so th a t $ is small. As a consequence, strong circular polarization bu t weak linear
polarization is observed.
At optical frequencies, the observed circular polarization in the AM Her binaries
is very strong (~ 10%), and some systems even have strong IR polarization. The Jband polarization of ST LMi is about 13%, which is very strong compared to that (~
20%) at optical frequencies (Bailey et. al. 1985) (Fig. 3). A homogeneous cyclotron
emission region with a simple geometry generally produces negligible polarization at
low frequencies, i.e. IR and far IR frequencies (Chanmugam and Dulk 1981; Barrett
and Chanmugam 1984). Such a strong IR polarization is difficult to explain by
assuming the emission region to be a homogeneous plasma with a simple geometry
(Wu and Chanmugam 1989b [Appendix B]). A detailed discussion on this subject
and also the theoretical calculations of the polarization of cyclotron emission from
hot plasmas is presented in Chapters 3 and 4, and Appendix B.
The observed optical/IR spectrum (Fig. 3) is Rayleigh-Jeans-like at low fre
quencies with the intensity I oc o r. For high frequencies, the intensity generally
falls off slowly with a frequency-dependence ~

where 6 is the spectral index.

Except for ST LMi, whose 6 is fs 8 (Fig. 3), most AM Her systems have 6 ~ (1 —4)
(see Schmidt, Stockman and Grandi 1986). If the optical/IR radiation is due to
cyclotron emission from a plasma with a tem perature T , a dimensionless plasma
param eter A (see Chapter 3) and a magnetic field B , the cyclotron emission peaks
at an energy (Lamb 1985)

0.75

log (Fv/m J i/)

0.45

0.15

-0.15

-0.45

Circular Polarization (%)

40.00

30.00

20.00
10.00

0.00
-0.40

-0.20

0.00

0.20

0.40

F ig . 3: The optical/IR spectrum (top panel) and the circular polarization (bottom
panel) of the system ST LMi. Data from Bailey et. al. (1985).
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For most AM Her systems, the peak intensity of the optical spectra is at frequencies
near the red region. This implies the magnetic field of the AM Her binaries is
typically ~ (10 —30)M G (Chanmugam and Dulk 1981).

2.4. Cyclotron Lines
Unusual features were found in the spectra of some systems, e.g. W Pup (Visvanathan and Wickramasinghe 1979; Stockman, Liebert and Bond 1979), V834 Cen
(Wickramasinghe, Tuohy and Visvanathan 1987), and MR Ser (Cropper 1989a).
These features in W Pup, which are equally spaced in frequency, were first in
terpreted as absorption at cyclotron harmonics 5, 6 and 7 due to absorption in a
cool plasma surrounding the post-shock region by Visvanathan and Wickramas
inghe (1979) and Stockman, Liebert and Bond (1979), so that the magnetic field
B = 30.8MG. On the other hand, B arrett and Chanmugam (1985) obtained an
emission region with a temperature k T « 8keV and a dimensionless parameter
A = 47TN e l/B ~ 106, where I is the size of the plasma, and N the electron number
density (For details of A, see Chapter 3). Recently, Wickramasinghe, Tuohy, and
Visvanathan (1987) considered cyclotron emission from hot plasmas and obtained
k T = 20keV and A = 4.5 x 104 for V834 Cen. In Chapter 4, the parameters of the
cyclotron emission regions will be discussed in detail.

3. R A D IA T IO N F R O M M A G N E T IZ E D P L A S M A S

The strongly polarized (~ 10%) optical/IR radiation observed in the AM Her
binaries indicates that the cyclotron emission region is a hot magnetized plasma.
To model the emission region and to calculate the optical/IR spectra and polariza
tion, it is therefore necessary to study the cyclotron emission from hot magnetized
plasmas in this parameter regime, which requires the calculation of the cyclotron
absorption coefficients. Such magnetized plasmas can be described by two param
eters: the tem perature T and the dimensionless plasma param eter A, where (see
Lamb 1985)

A =

s =

2 x i<

»

)

(

i

o

y

(

^

r

(n)

Here, up = (47TN e 2/ m ey ^ is the plasma frequency, and u>c = ejB fm ec the cyclotron
frequency. The peak frequency in the optical spectra and the cyclotron luminosity
of the radiation depend on the the cyclotron emissivities, which can be determined
when T and A are specified, in the emission region. For AM Her binaries, the
typical parameters for the cyclotron emission region are k T ~ (1 — 20)keV and
A ~ (104 —107) (e.g. B arrett and Chanmugam 1984, 1985; Wickramasinghe and
Meggitt 1985b; Chanmugam and Wu 1987).
3.1. R a d ia tiv e T ra n sfe r
For a monochromatic electromagnetic wave propagating in the z-direction, the
two components of the electric wave vector are

E x(t) = A x(t)e^kz- Ui^ x\
23

(12)
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and
E»(t) = A y(t)e^kz- ut+^ l

(13)

Here, A x,y are the corresponding amplitudes, and <f>Xly the phases. The components
of the Stokes vector I = ( /, Q, U, F )f (f means transpose) are

I = < A x2 > + < A 2y >,

(14)

Q = < A l > - < A] > ,

(15)

U — 2 < AxAyCOs{(j)x

^y)

V = 2 < v4.j;^Lj(SiTl((^x “1" ^jf)

(^®)

*

{I'O

where < > means the time average value. The radiative transfer equation for I is

£ = -K (I-S ),

(18)

where K is the absorption m atrix, and S the source vector.
For a magnetoactive plasma with large Faraday rotation, the coupled vector
radiative transfer equation can be decoupled into two scalar equations:

^

+ a± I± = j± ,

(19)

where I± are the intensities, and j± the emissivities for the ordinary (+ ) and extra
ordinary (-) modes (Ram aty 1969; Chanmugam and Dulk 1981). The Stokes pa
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rameters are given by the following:

I = 1+ + 1_,

(20)

Q =

(2 1 )

U = 0,

(22)

v = 2 (yr1 +
r i r + T1 +r ag_
i r )J ■

(23)

The circular and linear polarization of the radiation are given by V f l and Q j l
respectively.
For local thermal equilibrium (LTE), if the plasma is divided into grids with
size

along the ray, the local solutions to the transfer equations are

I±
[ ~ 4 ft" 1)e®p(-r 4fc)) + I r ) [l - erp(—r ^ ) J ,

where (k) denotesthe fcth grid, ij^J the local Rayleigh-Jeans

intensity,and

(24)

=

the opticaldepths. (In the calculations, the grid-sizeA ^ must be chosen
to satisfy the requirement of large Faraday rotation.) The emerging intensities can
be obtained by applying standard ray-tracing techniques. To optimize efficiency,
the analytical formulae of Robinson and Melrose (1984) given in Dulk (1985) are
used to calculate the local absorption coefficients and hence the local intensities in
each grid. For the sake of accuracy, unless otherwise stated, the calculations are
restricted to 6 > 30° (Chanmugam, Barrett, Wu and Courtney 1989).
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3.2. Cyclotron Absorption Coefficients
W hen electrons spiral in a magnetic field, they are accelerated and emit radia
tion which is called synchrotron radiation for the relativistic case, or cyclotron emis
sion for the non-relativistic case. The emission from a magnetized plasma depends
on the distribution of the velocities of electrons. For classical therm al plasmas, the
electrons have a Maxwellian distribution characterized by a temperature T such
th at ftw <C kT, where tv is the frequency of the emitted radiation. According to
KirchhofFs law, strong emitters of radiation are also strong absorbers of radiation,
and the emissivity j u and the absorption coefficient a(u>) Eire related by
ju> =

(25)

where Su is the source function (see e.g. Bekefi 1966).
Calculations of the cyclotron absorption coefficients were performed by Ttubnikov (1959), who obtained the analytical expressions for perpendicular propagation
and later for propagation at arbitrary angles (Trubnikov 1960, 1961). Generally,
there are two approaches to calculate the cyclotron absorption coefficients: the di
electric tensor method (Drummond and Rosenbluth 1961) and the single-particle
method (Bekefi 1966). Various methods based on these approaches can be found in
the literature (e.g. Ramaty 1969, Tamor 1978, De Barbieri 1980, Chanmugam and
Dulk 1981, Robinson and Melrose 1984).

(a) Dielectric Tensor Method
The dielectric tensor method begins with the linearized Vlasov equation (i.e.
collisionless Boltzmann equation) and Maxwell’s equations to determine the propa
gation of weak electromagnetic waves in a magnetoactive plasma. The dielectric or
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conductivity tensor (e.g., Montgomery and Tidman 1964) can be deduced by solv
ing these equations. The absorption coefficients of the two magnetoactive modes
and the conductivity tensor in the k-coordinate system, of which the axes are along
k, k x B , and k x (k x B ), are related by
^ e{(°22 +

033 )

i [(°22 “ °33)2 —^

2^ 32]

^ }>

where k is the electromagnetic wave propagation vector.
The transformation of the conductivity tensor from the xyz-coordinate system
to the k-coordinate system is accomplished by the following relation:
(*«) = x te O x -1 ,

(27)

where x is the rotation matrix, and x ~ l its inverse.
The explicit expressions for the components of the conductivity tensor can be
found in Drummond and Rosenbluth (1960, 1961, 1963) and Tamor(1978). For
details of this method, see Tamor (1978), De Barbieri (1980) and Chanmugam,
B arrett, Wu and Courtney (1989), who carried out numerical calculations.

(b) Single-Particle Method
For the single-particle method, the emission from one gyrating electron in a
constant uniform magnetic field is calculated first by using the Lienard-Wiechert
potentials, and then the total emissivity from the plasma deduced by integrating,
over pitch angle and energy, the emission from the whole ensemble of electrons
(Bekefi 1966). For a Maxwellian distribution of electrons of number density N and
tem perature T, the emissivities are (Chanmugam and Dulk 1981; following Ramaty
1969; and including corrections by Trulsen and Fejer 1970)
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3±

=

Ne2fi

fjo ^
n±
Jd
h
E
2 c K2( f i ) J '
"^(l+aL)
ti—««

.

w (n/s)3
(1 —n±0\\cosO)

^

fin/s
1 —7i±/?j|co5^J 1

(28)

where
—2s(o?p/w2 —l)cos0
{—sin20 ± [sm40 + 4s2(w2/u>2 —l^ c o s 2^]1/ 2}
are the polarization coefficients for the two magnetoactive modes, and 8 the angle
between the propagation vector k and the magnetic field B. Here, K 2{p) is the
modified Bessel function of order 2, c/?|| and c(3±_ the velocities of the electron parallel
and perpendicular to the magnetic field, nj the minimum value of n such that
> 0, u = jsn± sin 8, and n± the refractive indices (see Chanmugam and Dulk
(1981) for details). Hence by Kirchhoff’s law,

a± = j± /n ± lR J ,

(30)

IRJ = kTu>2/8 n 3c2

(31)

where

is the Rayleigh-Jeans intensity per polarization mode.
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(c) Robinson-Melrose Analytical Formula
In the calculations of the cyclotron emission from inhomogeneous accretion
columns, the plasma is typically divided into about 40x40x100 grid-points. The
local absorption coefficients in each grid must be calculated first in order to solve
the radiative transfer equations. If the above expressions of the absorption coeffi
cients are used, the calculations are quite computer-time consuming. To optimize
the calculation, a simpler but reasonably accurate method is therefore preferred.
Robinson and Melrose (1984) used the Wild and Hill (1971) approximation for the
Bessel functions and obtained the following simple analytical formulae (see Dulk
1985):

or* « 2*>.6
677 xx 110-*N
0 B

X^°3^2 1
X

/

2

n2^~ 15/e8^ H 3/2(7g
i + -4 1)1/2

+ 0-85sc/s„) 1/3 + (1 - t4/?5)1/2(1 - n\p lco $ 29 f l 2}2

'

2{S 0

+ 4 .5297^ / so ) 1/ 6^ -

+ 5 Cj|

xexp[~fi(io - !)]•

(32)

Here,
t.

x

= [ i + |ft( i + ^~ r ^ i 1'2,

=

l

a

= (i - 70- 2)1/2,

n± rs i —w3/w 2, eo = ( i - ^ r 1/2,
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a+ = —l/a _ = —[a -f

(1

+ c ? )^2\cos9j \ cos9 |,

so = 7o(l ~ n^pQCOs29)s,

/?' =

a=

2s

^
| cos0 j’

«±A)s£n0
(1 —

t i^

q

Co s 2 ^ ) 1 / 2 ’

g1/fo
Sc = 3£o/2,

C2 = a;fcco.s0(l - n\(3 q),

Z =

(1 + l/6>)

These analytical formulae are straight-forward and have been shown to be re
liable for k T ~ lOfceV and #£30°. However, they are less accurate (Chanmugam,
B arrett, Wu and Courtney 1989) than previous thought (Dulk 1985) at smaller
angles.

(d) General Properties
The cyclotron absorption coefficient for the extra-ordinary ( - ) mode is larger
than that of the ordinary (+ ) mode by about one order of magnitude (TVubnikov
1960,1961; Drummond and Rosenbluth 1961). For fixed tem perature T and normal
ized frequency s (~ o>/o>c), the extra-ordinary mode absorption coefficient increases
with 9; therefore, its maximum is at 9 — 90°. The ordinary mode absorption coeffi
cient however increases with 9 for #,$80°, reaches a maximum at 9 « 85° and then
decreases as 9 further increases. For fixed T and 9, the cyclotron absorption coef
ficients for both modes generally decrease as the normalized frequency s increases,
except for small s

(£ 8

for k T « lOfceV) where results obtained by Chanmugam

and Dulk (1981) show harmonic structures but results obtained by Robinson and
Melrose (1984) appear as a smooth curve (see Fig. 1 in Chanmugam, Barrett, Wu
and Courtney 1989). For detailed discussions on the properties of the cyclotron
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absorption coefficients and different calculation methods, see Chanmugam, Barrett,
Wu and Courtney 1989).

4. POLARIZED RADIATION FROM ACCRETION COLUMNS

When the values of the electron density N and the temperature T in the plasma
are defined, the optical/IR spectra and the polarization can be calculated by solving
the radiative transfer equations.

4.1. Homogeneous Cyclotron Emission Regions
In the early calculations, the cyclotron emission regions were assumed to be
homogeneous plasmas with uniform temperature, electron density, and magnetic
field, and simple geometries ranging from a semi-infinite slab (Chanmugam and Dulk
1981; Barrett and Chanmugam 1984; Chanmugam and Wu 1987) or a structureless
blob (Meggitt and Wickramasinghe 1982; Wickramasinghe and Meggitt 1985a, b)
to a tall cylinder (Cannelle and Opher 1986). The intensities emerging from these
homogeneous emission regions is (Chanmugam and Dulk 1981)

I ± ( w ) = I r j { u ) [1 -

ezp (-r± (u > ))].

For low frequencies, the emission regions are optically thick (t±(w) > >

(33)

1 ),

so that

their spectra are Rayleigh-Jeans-like, i.e. I(u ) oc w2. For high frequencies, the
emission regions are optically thin (t^ w ) < <

1 ),

and therefore the intensities of

the radiation are I±(w) ~ t±( uj)I r j (<jj) « a±{u})lljij{u)), where 1 is the linear size
of the emission region. For T Pa 108Lf and N ~ 1016cm- ^, since a± ~ u>~^, where
£ pa (1 0 —1 2 ) (see Dulk 1985), the optically thin intensities fall off with a frequencydependence I±(w) ~ oj~6, where $ pa (8 —10). The transition between the optically
thick and thin parts is very clear-cut and appears as a sharp peak in the blue region.
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To reduce the excess polarization at optical frequencies predicted by the ho
mogeneous models, Barrett and Chanmugam (1984) considered collisional effects
in their calculations. Using the collisional homogeneous slab, they obtained good
fits to the V-magnitude and polarization light curves of the system AM Her with
parameters for the emission region: k T = 0.2fceV and A « IQ8 but only at one
(optical) frequency. On the other hand, B arrett and Chanmugam (1985) consid
ered the cyclotron harmonics observed in the optical/IR spectrum and deduced
k T = 8.7keV and A

106 for VV Pup.

However, calculations by Wickramasinghe and Meggitt (1985b) showed that the
emission regions of ST LMi and V834 Cen required a higher tem perature (~ 20fceVr)
and a smaller A (~ 104). This high-T and low-A model explained the optically thin
part of the optical/IR spectrum better than the low-T (~ lfceV) models. The small
value of A deduced from this model implies a small cyclotron emission region with
size ~ (104 —105)cm. This led to difficulties in explaining the cyclotron emission area
of ~ 1014cm 2 deduced from the emission measure (EM) of ~ 1054cm " 3 (Beuermann
1987). Moreover, for low frequencies (u/u>c~5), plasmas with k T « 20keV generally
produce negligible polarization (« 0%). Unless the electron density of the emission
region is extremely low (N ~

1 0 13cm-3 ),

or the size of the emission region is very

small (,$.104cm), it is difficult to explain the strong IR polarization observed in
many AM Her systems.
An alternative approach to obtain parameters for the emission region was sug
gested by Chanmugam and Wu (1987) to explain the observed strong IR polarization
and polarized spectrum of ST LMi. They argued that the optical/IR spectra of most
AM Her systems are usually contaminated by unpolarized background radiation,
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and therefore the parameters obtained by the fits to the optical/IR spectra do not
accurately describe the emission region. Only the polarized flux is emitted from
the cyclotron emission region, so that fits to the polarized flux will provide bet
ter information about the cyclotron emission region. Chanmugam and Wu (1987)
first considered the possible T-A parameter regime which can explain the observed
strong J-band polarization and then searched the possible combinations of T and A
which can fit the the frequency-dependent polarized flux, instead of the optical/IR
spectrum. They obtained k T — 5keV and A = 106 for the emission region of ST
LMi (Chanmugam and Wu 1987).
Although these homogeneous models can qualitatively explain the general fea
tures of the photometric and polarization light curves, there is a controversy about
whether the emission region is high-T and low-A (Wickramasinghe and Meggitt
1985a, b) or low-T and liigh-A (Barrett and Chanmugam 1984, 1985). There are
also many disagreements about the detailed features of the optical/IR spectra be
tween the observations and the predictions of the theoretical models. In particular,
most AM Her systems have a very flat optical/IR spectrum which peaks in the
red region and an optically thin part with a spectral index 6 ~ (1 —4), which is
in contradiction with the theoretical spectra which show a sharp peak in the blue
region and a spectral index <5 ~

8.

Furthermore, the observed polarization is much

larger than the theoretical values in the IR bands and smaller in the blue band.

4.2. Early Inhomogeneous Calculations
To explain the observed flat optical/IR spectra in the AM Her systems, Schmidt,
Stockman and Grandi (1986) suggested an inhomogeneous accretion rate across
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the accretion, column. Using simple qualitative arguments, they showed that if an
accretion rate M (r) ~ r 1*, where r is the distance across the accretion column from
the symmetry axis, the intensity I oc u>2(1_ 3/v) in the optically thin part of the
spectra. W ith a suitable choice of 77, spectra with 6 & ( 1 —4) can be obtained.
However, in their calculations, Schmidt, Stockman and Grandi (1986) just summed
up spectra from plasma slabs with different electron densities. Their spectra were
not calculated by solving the radiative transfer equations.
Detailed calculations of the cyclotron spectra from inhomogeneous accretion
columns were first carried out by Wu and Chanmugam (1988, [Appendix A]). In
their early calculations, the cyclotron emission regions were assumed to be infinite
cylinders w ith an inhomogeneous accretion rate across the accretion column (i.e.
the electron density N varies across the cylinder). For simplicity, the tem perature
was assumed to be uniform in the plasma cylinder. The magnetic field was also
assumed to be uniform and along the symmetry axis of the cylinder. Since the
hydrodynamics of the accretion processes were not considered, the electron density
was uniform along the cylinder. Four types of N ( r ) were considered: two-core,
Gaussian, exponential, and modified power-law.
The two-core model is based on the observations by Beuermann (1987) th at the
cyclotron and brem sstrahlung emission regions of ST LMi and EF Eri have different
areas. The cyclotron emission area («—1014cm-3 ) is larger than the bremsstrahlung
emission area by at least one order of magnitude. In the two-core model, the plasma
\

cylinder is divided into a high electron density (IVcore) cylindrical core and a low
electron density (Nshell) shell with outer radii r core and J'shell respectively (see figure
3 in Appendix A). The bremsstrahlung radiation arises from the core only, while
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the cyclotron emission comes from the whole cylinder. The parameters in the core
therefore determine the hard X-ray luminosity, and the parameters in the shell the
polarized radiation.
For the Gaussian case, the functional form of the electron density is N (x ) —
N 0exp(—a 2x 2), where N 0 is the central electron density, and x = r / r 0, the normal
ized distance from the symmetry axis. The bell-shape Gaussian profile resembles
the two-core case in that there is a high density inner region surrounded by a low
density outer region. Since N{x) varies smoothly across the accretion column, the
Gaussian profile seems to be more natural. The inhomogeneity of the plasma cylin
der is determined by the parameter a. The larger a is, the more inhomogeneous
the cylinder.
The exponential case is similar to the Gaussian case. The electron density
takes the form N (x ) = N 0exp(—/3x), and the inhomogeneity is determined by the
param eter /3, which has properties similar to a in the Gaussian case.
Schmidt, Stockman and Grandi (1986) considered M ( r ) ~ r~v (i.e. N (x ) ~
x~v) in their inhomogeneous models and qualitatively obtained flat optical/IR spec
tra. However, in practical calculations, a cut-off value of N must be introduced in
order to get rid of the singularity at $=0. To avoid introducing an arbitrary cut-off
value for IV, here the power-law profile is modified to be N (x) = N 0( 1 +
where <f>and

7

are parameters to determine the degree of inhomogeneity. Small <f>

implies a low-inhomogeneity cylinder; for large

N (x ) ~ x~ 7, which is similar to

the power-law profile used in Schmidt, Stockman, and Grandi (1986).
For each case, a detailed survey of different combinations of various parameters
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was carried out by Wu and Chanmugam (1988 [Appendix A]). These inhomogeneous
plasma cylinders were found to produce flat spectra which peak in the red region.
The optically thin part of the cyclotron spectra are much flatter (8 ~ 4 —6 ) than
th at due to the homogeneous models (e.g. Chanmugam and Dulk 1981, Meggitt and
Wickramasinghe 1982). Compared to the homogeneous models, the polarization of
the inhomogeneous cylinders is generally stronger in the red and IR bands, and
weaker in the blue band. Furthermore, the temperature and the viewing angle also
affect the location of the peak in the spectrum and the slope in the optically thin
part. These features are different from that of the homogeneous models. W ith
appropriate values of T chosen by adjusting the functional form of N (x ) and its
parameters, it is possible to obtain spectra with different 8 for the optically thin
part of the spectra.
The two-core model was used to fit the observed cyclotron spectra of the systems
ST LMi, V834 Cen, and EF Eri (Wu and Chanmugam 1988 [Appendix A]). For
the best fits, the temperature of the hard X-ray and cyclotron emission region is
~ lOfceV, and the average value of A ~ (106 — 107), which corresponds to an
emission region of size ~ 107cm. Different AM Her systems were found to have
different core-sizes. ST LMi has a small core, while V834 Cen and EF Eri have
relatively large cores (Table 5).
Compared to the homogeneous models, the inhomogeneous models generally
produce stronger circular polarization at low frequencies and weaker polarization
at high frequencies (Wu and Chanmugam 1989a, b [Appendix B]). This agrees with
the observations th at AM Her systems have non-negligible IR polarization, and
their maximum polarization is generally in the red band (e.g. ST LMi: Bailey et.

Table 5 t Parameters of the Emission Region for Different Models
A. homogeneous models
system

kT

A

Ref

AM Her
W Pup

0.2
8.7
10
5.0
20
40
20
10
20
10

“le8
”le6
le5
le6
le4
Ie3-le4
“le4
le5
le4
le4

[1]
E2]
(3]
[4]
[5]
[5]
16]
[7]
18]
[9]

ST IMi
V834 Cen
EF Eri
BL Hydri
EXO 033319-2554.2
B. Inhomogeneous model
system

kT

l(cy)

N(cy)

A(cy)

Kbr)

H(br)

A(br)

Ref

ST IMi
V834 Cen
EF Eri
BL Hydri

10
10
15
10

le7
2e7
le7
le7

lel4
5el4
lel4
lel4

2e5
2e6
2e5
2e5

1.4e6
6.0e6
2.2e6
1.6e6

lel7
5el6
lel7
4el6

3e7
6e7
4e7
le7

[10,11]
[10,11]
[10]
[11]

Mote: The temperature kT Is In keV, the sizes 1 In ran, the electron
density N in cm-i- Here, (hr) and (cy) correspond to bremsstrahlung
and cyclotron emission regions, respectively.
References:
1. Barrett and Chanmugam (1984)
2. Barrett and Chanmugam (1985)
3. wickramasinghe and Meggitt (1982)
4. Chanmugam and Wu (1967)
5. Wickramasinghe and Meggitt (1985b)
€, Wickramasinghe, Tuohy and Visvanathan (1987)
7. Pilrola, Reiz and Coyne (1987b)
8. Pilrola, Reiz and Coyne (1987a)
9. Ferrario et. al. (1988)
10. Wu and Chanmugam (1983)
11. Wu and Chanmugam (1989b)
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al. 1985). The linear polarization due to the inhomogeneous models is also stronger
than th at due to the homogeneous models (Wu and Chanmugam 1989b, [Appendix
B]). The polarization pulse generated by the inhomogeneous models is also wider,
thus providing better fits to the observations.
Using the same set of parameters, good fits to the polarization light curves of
ST LMi and EF Eri were also obtained (Wu and Chanmugam 1989b, [Appendix
B]). For V834 Cen, since the value of 6 is fa 10° for some orbital phases, fits to the
polarization light curve are not applicable when assuming the emission region to
be an infinite cylinder. The polarization of another system, BL Hydri, was fitted
instead, and the parameters for the best fit are k T — lOfceV, N COre = 4.0 x 1 0 16cm-3 ,
Nshell =

1 0 14cm-3 ,

rcore =

1 .6

x

1 0 6cm,

and

=

1 0 7cm

(Wu and Chanmugam

1989b, [Appendix B]).
Independent calculations based on similar arguments were also carried out by
Stockman (1988) and Wickramasinghe and Ferrario (1988), but no fits to obser
vations were made.

However, similar theoretical results were obtained in their

calculations, confirming that the inhomogeneities due to varying the accretion rate
across the accretion column does produce flat cyclotron spectra.

5. HYDRODYNAMIC STRUCTURES

Although the inhomogeneous models discussed in the previous chapter can pro
duce flat spectra and explain the polarization in the red and IR bands, there are
some inconsistencies in them. Wu and Chanmugam (1988 [Appendix A], 1989a, b
[Appendix B]) and Stockman (1988) assumed an axi-symmetric iV(r), and Wickra
masinghe and Ferrario (1988) assumed that both N ( r ) and T (r ) were axi-symmetric,
where r is the distance from the symmetry axis of the accretion column. Obviously,
the inhomogeneities in these calculations are totally arbitrary. Since the hydrody
namics of the accretion process was not taken into account in any of these papers,
inhomogeneities along the accretion flow also were neglected. Furthermore, only
infinite cylinders (Wu and Chanmugam 1988 [Appendix A], 1989a, b [Appendix
B]) or slabs (Stockman 1988) were assumed in these models, so that there is no
shock surface and shock-structure. Consequently, many interesting features of the
emission due to the shock are not revealed.
Recently, Brainerd (1989) considered ID accretion flow cooled by bremsstrahlung and optically thick cyclotron emission and calculated the cyclotron spectrum
and polarization. In his model, the cyclotron emission region is above the shock
but not in the shock-heated region. Since the emission region is far from the white
dwarf surface, it has difficulties in explaining the eclipse of the polarization light
curves observed in some systems. This model also has difficulties in explaining how
the plasma is heated up in the accretion stream. Furthermore, the flow is assumed
to be in free-fall, and the hydrodynamics processes are still not taken into account.
For self-consistent calculations, the hydrodynamics of the flow must be treated
40
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properly in order to obtain the shock structure. Such structured shocks are ex
pected to show interesting features in their spectra and light curves which cannot
be generated by the previous models which are not self-inconsistent.

5.1. Hydrodynamic Flows
For T ps lO8/^, the ratio of the cyclotron cooling time-scale to the bremsstrahlung time-scale is (Langer, Chanmugam and Shaviv 1982)
j

jV l.8 5 /0 .8 5

* 100-^ 85L ,
t br
B f 85Tg3 ’

(34)
v '

where N 1S = l\r/1016cm "3, I7 = l/107cm, B 7 = B /1 0 7G, and T8 = T /1 0 8K . If this
ratio is »

1, bremsstrahlung cooling is the dominant process; if it is «

1, then

cyclotron cooling is the dominant process. For typical parameters of the emission
regions, the ratio is ~ 100 (see Fig. 4a, b and c) implying that if the emission region
is a homogeneous plasma, it is dominated by bremsstrahlung cooling. However,
when the accretion rate is very low or varies across the accretion column, cyclotron
emission becomes more im portant in regions where the local electron density is low
(JV^5 x 1014cm "3).
Since bremsstrahlung cooling is the dominant process for typical parameters of
the emission region, the accretion flow is assumed to be cooled by bremsstrahlung
radiation alone. (Here, for simplicity, we do not consider the other cooling processes
such as thermal conduction, electron scattering and Compton scattering (see Imam ura 1985).) Bremsstrahlung radiation is optically thin, so that the flow equations
and the radiative transfer equations are decoupled. The flow is then governed by
~ + p V - v + v - V/ ) = 0,

(35)
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bremsstrahlung
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cyclotron

0.00 * 0.00
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1.00

1.20

1.40

log (kT/keV)

F ig . 4(a): Lines on which the bremsstrahlung and cyclotron cooling time-scales are
equal for a plasma with size/ — 106cm and a magnetic field B = IQMG
(line 1), 20MG (line 2), 30A/G (Une 3), 40MG (line 4), and 50A/G
(line 5). The region above the line is dominated by bremsstrahlung
cooling, and the region below by cyclotron cooling.
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dv
p-zr + pv • V v + V P = 0,
dt

(36)

and
dP_
dt + v - v p - f

(

i +

^

)

—

I * -

' 3 7)

where P is the pressure, p the mass density, v the flow velocity. We consider
only steady state solutions, so that all the partial time-derivative terms vanish. In
equation (36), we assume P
of the gas and

7

=

(7

—l)e and

7

= 5/3, where e is the energy density

the adiabatic index. The equation of state is therefore P = pkT/p.

Near the accretion pole(s) of the white dwarf, the magnetic pressure B 2/8tt is
much larger than the ram pressure pv2 of the gas. The gas particles are assumed
not to cross magnetic field lines, so that the plasma flow is confined in magnetic
flux tubes. The three-dimensional (3D) vector equations can then be decoupled into
independent sets of one-dimensional (ID) equations. In each flow tube, the fluid
elements pass through a shock before settling onto the white dwarf surface. For a
strong shock, the shock jump conditions are (Landau and Lifshitz 1959)

a = n = (7-D jji+ 2
VI

P2

( 7 -t- 1 ) M 2

(38)
v

'

where the subscripts 1 and 2 denote before and after the shock respectively, and M
the Mach number. For

7

= 5/3 and M —> 0 0 , we have p 2 = 4/q and V2 — ui/4.

The velocity of the fluid elements before passing through the shock are assumed
to be the free-fall velocity Vff = ( 2 G M /R )i^2y and the velocity of the fluid elements
at the base of the accretion column to be zero. Because the dynamic time-scale of the
accretion flow (~ R / v f f ~ Is) is much less than that of the evolution (~ 108 years),
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the accretion flow is practically unaffected by the accumulation of m atter near the
base of the accretion column in the time-scale of interest. Since the temperature
at the shock is ~ BGMfi/8Rk, much higher than the surface temperature (~ 10s —
106JC) of the white dwarf, the temperature of the fluid at the base of the accretion
column can be considered to be 0 if . W ith the physical conditions at the shock
and the white dwarf surface as boundary conditions, the flow equations can be then
integrated (Aizu 1973, Chevalier and Imamura 1982), and the shock height, the
flow velocity pattern u(r, z), the local tem perature T(r, z), and the local electron
density N ( r ,z ) obtained.

5.2. Three-Dimensional Structures of Bremsstralilung-dominated
Shocks
For optically thin bremsstrahlung radiation, each flow tube is independent, so
th at the shock heights of the flow tubes can be calculated separately. The shock
heights are obtained by solving the flow equations. In figure 5, the shock heights
are plotted against the local accretion rate for different white dwarf masses and
radii using the Hamada and Salpeter (1961) mass-radius relation. For a fixed local
accretion rate, the shock height generally increases with M as discussed in Chapter
2; for a fixed M , the shock height decreases with an increasing local accretion rate.
Since the shock height is much smaller than the white dwarf radius, we assume the
cross-sectional area of the post-shock region to be constant.
To calculate the 3D structure of the shocks, the accretion rate profile across
the accretion column must be specified beforehand. Three types of accretion rate
profiles are considered here: (i) a uniform accretion rate across the accretion column,
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Fig.
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0.50E+17

The local shock heights of bremsstrahlung-dominated shocks for different
local accretion rates. Curves 1 through 6 correspond to white dwarfs with
mass M = 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, and 1.0M© in ascending order.
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(ii) an axi-symmetric accretion rate, and (iii) an asymmetric accretion rate.

(a) Uniform Accretion Rate
For uniform accretion rate across the accretion column, the shock structure is
planar (i.e. T and N are functions of z only, where z is the distance above the
white dwarf surface) and is determined by only one set of ID flow equations (see
Langer, Chanmugam and Shaviv 1981, 1982; Chevalier and Im am ura 1982). Here,
we consider an accreting white dwarf with M = Q.5M© and R ~ 9.24 X 108cm
(Hamada and Salpeter 1961) accreting m atter with a uniform accretion rate such
th at the electron density behind the shock is N = 5.9 x 1015cm -3 . In figure 6, the
shock-front surfaces in the accretion column is presented at different viewing angles
9. In this case, the shock-front is a flat plane with a projection area proportional to
cosd. During the orbital cycle, the shock-front surface will not be eclipsed by the
emission region as long as the post-shock region is facing the observer. Therefore,
the effective optical depth of the post-shock region changes smoothly with 0 during
the bright phase, when the shock-front surface faces the observer. Consequently,
simple photometric and polarization light curves are expected.

(b) Axi-symmetric Accretion Rate
For a realistic case, the accretion rate is more likely to be non-uniform across
the accretion column. However, due to limited knowledge about the threading
mechanism of the accreting m atter onto the magnetic field lines, it is difficult to
derive a proper local accretion rate M ( r), where r is the position vector from the
center at the base of the accretion column. For simplicity, assume an axi-symmetric
accretion rate such that the electron density at the shock front surface N ( x ) —
N 0exp(—2x). Here, N 0 is the electron number density at the center of the shock
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0 = 7oc

F ig. 6: The shock-surface in an accretion column with a uniform accretion rate for
different viewing angles 6.
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surface, x = r / r 0 the normalized distance form the symmetry axis, and r0 the outer
radius of the accretion column.
In figure 7, views of the shock-front surfaces for an axi-symmetric accretion rate
at different 9 are presented for N 0 — 2 x 1016cm-3 , r0 = 107cm, M = 0.5M©, and
R = 9.28 x 108cm. Due to non-uniform accretion, the shock-structure is no longer
planar, i.e. T and N are functions of both r and z, The shock-front is a curved
surface, with the largest shock height at the edge of the accretion column and the
smallest at the symmetry axis. During the orbital cycle, the projection area of
the shock-front surface is not proportional to cos6. Furthermore, the shock-front
surface is self-eclipsed by the upper rim of the post-shock region for large 9 (£,45°).
In figure 8(a), the velocity pattern v(r, z) of the flow in the accretion column
is shown. Before passing through the shock-front, the fluid elements have a flow
velocity about the free-fall velocity. After passing through the shock, the velocity
is reduced to one-quarter of its pre-shock value. The flow velocity then slowly
decreases to zero, when the fluid element settles onto the white dwarf surface.
The electron density N(r, z ) structure of a post-shock region is shown in figure
8(b). There is a noticeable high density region near the symmetry axis. In this
region, bremsstrahlung cooling is so efficient that the plasma fluid element is cooled
down in a very short distance behind the shock (~ 106cm). However, near the
edges of the accretion column, bremsstrahlung cooling is less efficient due to low
local accretion rates, so that larger shock heights (~ 5 X 107cm) are obtained. There
is an extended low-density region near the rim of the shock-front surface, and in
this region the electron density N(r, z) changes very slowly with z. Such a low local
electron density implies a low local value for A

104 —105 in this region.
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F ig . 7: Same as Fig. 6 for an axi-symmetric accretion rate across the accretion
column.
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Fig* 8(a): The velocity pattern in an accretion column with an axi-symmetric
accretion rate The length of the vector indicates the flow velocity and the
unit for vector length is in 4vjv / / , such that the maximum vector, whose
length is 4 units, corresponds to the free-fall velocity t>//.
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Fig. 8(b): The electron density structure of the inhomogeneous shock as in (a), ris
the distance from the symmetry axis, and z the vertical distance above
the white dwarf surface. The units for the constant electron density
contours are in log(JV/1015« n -3).
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The general features of the temperature structure T (r, z) in the post-shock
region (Fig. 8c) resemble that of the velocity pattern u(r, z). The temperature in
creases abruptly when the fluid element passes through the shock, and the hottest
( k T ~ 15keV) region is just behind the shock. For high T and low N (i.e. in
regions near the rim of the shock front surface), cyclotron cooling is more efficient
than bremsstrahlung cooling. Cyclotron cooling will become the dominant process
instead when the accretion rate is sufficiently low (iV (r)^ox 1014cm-3 ). If cyclotron
cooling is taken into account, a smaller shock height and hence a rounding-off at
the edges of the accretion column are expected (Stockman 1988). The approxi
m ate shock heights at the rounding-off can be obtained by multiplying the cal
culated bremsstrahlung-dominated shock height by the ratio of the cyclotron to
bremsstrahlung cooling time-scales. In figure 9, such a shock with cyclotron correc
tion at different 6 is shown. A detailed treatment of the effects of cyclotron cooling
on the shock structure is nontrivial, and we have not included it here.
Compared to the uniform accretion case, the effective optical depths of these
accretion columns change in a more complicated manner during the orbital cycle.
Complex photometric and polarization light curves therefore result. The polar
ization and spectra from this type of accretion column axe discussed in detail in
Chapter 6.

(c) Asymmetric Accretion Rate
Consider next an accretion rate profile across the accretion column taking the
functional form of the axi-symmetry case, but with the symmetry axis shifted by
r0j 2 to one side of the column. Such an accretion rate is not axi-symmetric, and
the shock-front surface is no longer a symmetrically curved surface.

The local

cyclotron correction

(x 5xl05cm.)

30. DO

1.4

20.00
shock front
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10.00
0.S
0.6
0.00
0.00

s.oo

10.00

15.00

r (x 5xl05cm)

P ig. 8 (c): The temperature structure of the inhomogeneous shock as in (a) and
(b). The units for the constant temperature contours are in (fcT/10A*el’).
The dashed-line is the shock-front when cyclotron cooling is included.
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0 = 75°

F ig . 9: Same as Fig. 7 but with cyclotron correction for the shock-front at the edges.
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shock heights in the accretion column however still depend on the local accretion
rate. The shock in such an accretion column is presented in figures 10(a) and (b) for
different orientations. The post-shock region has an irregular shape and resembles a
broken portion of the emission region in case (b). When the accretion column moves
across the white dwarf limb during the orbital cycle, the effective geometry of the
post-shock region changes with the orientation of the accretion column. To specify
the orientation of an irregularly-shaped post-shock region, an additional angular
param eter, other than 8, is needed. The projection area of the shock-front surface
also changes in a complicated manner for different orbital phases. Consequently,
asymmetric photometric and polarization light curves with complicated eclipsing
behavior are generated as is indeed observed in several systems, e.g. EF Eri (Piirola,
Reiz and Coyne 1987b).
In figures 11(a) and (b), shocks due to an asymmetric accretion rate with cy
clotron correction are shown. Only the shock-front at the side with low local accre
tion rate is rounded off by cyclotron cooling. The local shock-front at regions with
high accretion rate is determined by bremsstrahlung cooling. During ingress and
egress of the post-shoclc region, the bremsstrahlung and cyclotron dominated regions
will be eclipsed at different times. Therefore, the X-ray light curves are expected
to have different eclipsing phases and duration from the optical light curves.
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F ig . 1 0 (a ): Same as Fig. 6 for an asymmetric accretion rate across the accretion
column. The low accretion rate side faces the observer.
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6 = 30c

Fig. 10(b ): Same as (a) but with the high accretion rate side facing the observer.

Fig. 11(a): Same as Fig. 10(a) with cyclotron correction.

F ig . 1 1 (b ): Same as Fig. 10(b) with cyclotron correction.

6. POLARIZED RADIATION FROM 3D ACCRETION SHOCKS

When the shock structure is defined, the local opacities and intensities in the
post-shock region can be determined. By applying the method of solving the ra
diative transfer equations discussed in Chapter 4, the optical/IR spectra and the
polarization from these 3D accretion shocks can be calculated.

6.1. Symmetric Accretion Rate
Since the streaming mechanism of the accreting m atter into the magnetic field
lines in the AM Her systems is not understood, we have some freedom in assigning
the accretion rate profile in the modelling processes. We first consider an axisymmetric accretion rates with an exponential profile N(x) ~ exp(~3x). For com
parison, an accretion column with a uniform accretion rate and a homogeneous
slab are also considered. In inliomogeneous cases, the accretion luminosities are
normalized to be equivalent to an accretion column with a mean electron number
density N = 2

X

1015cro-3 . For the homogeneous slab, the tem perature and the

electron density are taken as the average values in the uniform accretion case, and
the flux is normalized to the flux of the same model at s ~ 10, where s = w/u>c is
the normalized frequency.

(a) Optical/IR Spectra
The optical/IR spectra of these plasmas for s = 4.6 to 10.0 are presented in fig
ure 12(a). If B = 30MG, these harmonic numbers correspond to the wave lengths
8000.4 to 3500A, respectively. Unlike the homogenous slabs, these types of inhomogeneous accretion columns do not produce exact Rayleigh-Jeans-like spectra for
62
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F ig . 1 2 (a ): Cyclotron spectra for different models at 0 = 45°. Curve 1 corresponds
to an emission region with an axi-symmetric accretion rate; curve 2 with
a uniform accretion rate; and curve 3 a homogeneous slab.
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low frequencies. At s w 5, the local values of the spectral index 8 are 1,5 and 1.7
for the varying and uniform accretion rate cases respectively (Fig. 12b), but not 2,
implying th at their optical depths are smaller than that of the homogeneous plas
mas. For high frequencies, these accretion columns produce optically thin spectra
with a smaller 8 than the homogeneous slab, so th at their optically thin spectra are
flatter.
Emission regions with a constant T and a varying electron density across the
accretion column were shown to be able to produce flat spectra (Schmidt, Stockman
and Grandi 1986; Wu and Chanmugam 1988 [Appendix A]). However, if hydrody
namic processes are considered, accretion columns with a uniform accretion rate
across the accretion column also produce flat spectra. This is due to the inho
mogeneities (N(z) and T(z)) along the accretion column. For a varying accretion
rate, the spectra are flatter than for a uniform accretion rate because there are
inhomogeneities in the r-direction in addition to the ^-direction.

(b) Circular Polarization
For a homogenous slab, the circular polarization is related to £(s): negligible
circular polarization (f» 0%) for positive <5(s) and large polarization (~ 80%) for
negative £(s). The transition is very clear-cut. However, both the inhomogeneous
accretion columns produce significant circular polarization (Fig. 12c) even in the
optically thick region (5(s) ~ 2) of the spectra. The accretion column with a varying
accretion rate produces larger polarization than the one with a uniform accretion
rate for low frequencies, but slightly smaller polarization for high frequencies. At
the transition between optically thick and thin regions, i.e. 8 « 0, their difference
is largest. The former produces about 25% circular* polarization, twice the value of
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F ig . 12(b): The spectral index S as a function of frequency of the radiation. Curves
1 and 2 correspond to the emission regions with axi-symmetric and
uniform accretion rates respectively. The crosses correspond to the
homogeneous slab.
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the latter. This is because for the varying accretion rate case, there is an extended
optically thin low density region (see Fig. 8b) which emits strongly polarized radi
ation at all frequencies. For the uniform accretion rate case, the emission region,
in contrast, is a flat topped cylinder made up of several pancake-like plasma layers
with different T and N, Due to the absence of an extended low density region, the
circular polarization at low frequencies is smaller.
Strong IR circular polarization is a characteristic of the inhomogeneous accretion
rate models. Strong IR circular polarization has been observed in many AM Her
systems, e.g. BL Hydri (Piirola, Reiz and Coyne 1987a) and ST LMi (Bailey et. al,
1985), suggesting that the AM Her binaries may have an inhomogeneous accretion
rate across the accretion columns.

(c) Linear Polarization
In figure 12(d), the frequency-dependent linear polarization from the accretion
column with a varying accretion rate is presented for different 6. For high fre
quencies, the linear polarization increases with 9 as in previous models, both the
homogeneous (e.g. Chanmugam and Dulk 1981) and inhomogeneous (e.g Wu and
Chanmugam 1989b) cases. However, for low frequencies (s<7), the linear polar
ization at 9 = 45° is greater than that for larger 9, It is also found to produce
significant ( ~ a few %) linear polarization at 9 = 45° for s£5. Such strong lin
ear polarization at 6 < 80° is difficult to produce with any homogeneous model
(e.g. Chanmugam and Dulk 1981; Meggitt and Wickramasinghe 1982; Barrett and
Chnmugam 1984).
Moreover, at 9 « 90°, all homogeneous models produce sharp linear polarization
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Fig. 12(d): The linear polarization as a function of frequency of radiation for an
emission region with an axi-symmetric accretion rate. Curve 1 corres
ponds to 6 = 45°; curve 2, 6 — 87°; and curve 3, 9 = 89°,
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pulses, whose widths axe much narrower than observed (Barrett rind Chanmugam
1984). Accretion columns with a varying accretion rate, however, are found to
be able to generate wider linear polarization pulses. Here, for the accretion rate
considered in the previous subsections, the ratio of the linear polarization at 8 = 87°
to th at at 9 ~ 89° is about 1/6 (Fig. 12e), which implies a pulse width significantly
larger than that of the previous models.

6.2. Implications of the Inhomogeneous Shocks
(a) Parameters of Cyclotron Emission Regions
A homogeneous plasma can be characterized by a set of homogeneous param 
eters (T, A). Using the homogeneous models to fit the optical spectra and po
larization of the AM Her systems, Wickramasinghe and Meggitt (1985b) obtained
A ~ (104 —105) and k T ~ 20fceV. These values do not agree with the observations
th at the emission region has a A £ l0 6 implied by hard X-ray observations '(Lamb
1985) and the cyclotron emission area is larger than the hard X-ray emission area
(Beuermann 1987). Wu and Chanmugam (1988 [Appendix A], 1989b [Appendix
B]) suggested that if inhomogeneities are taken into account, this difficulty can be
solved. Here, this argument can be further elaborated by means of an accretion
column with a varying accretion rate. The extended low-density region near the
rim of the shock surface emits most of the polarized radiation, so that the observed
polarization provides information about the parameters in this low-density region.
The values of k T ( ~ 20keV) and A (~ 104) (Wickramasinghe and Meggitt 1985b)
deduced from fitting polarization curves merely reflect the physical condition in this
region but not the whole cyclotron emission region which consists of both the highdensity and low-density regions. On the other hand, hard X-rays are emitted only
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Fig. 12(e): The linear polarization as a function of 8 for an emission region with an
axi-symmetric accretion rate. Curves 1 and 2 correspond to the normal
ized frequency s (= u?/wc) = 7 and 9 respectively.
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from the high-density region near the symmetry axis. Therefore, the hard X-ray
observations only provide information about the high-density region in the accretion
column. This explains why A ~ 106 is required for the hard X-ray emission region,
A ~ 104 for the low-density cyclotron emission region. Furthermore, the cyclotron
emission area is larger than the bremsstrahlung emission area.

(b) High-Velocity Emission Line Component
Observations showed that the high-velocity emission line component appears
only in part of the orbital cycle (Rosen, Mason and Cordova 1987) and is ap
proximately in phase with the emission, e.g. the circular polarization, from the
post-shocked region. Also the semi-velocity-amplitude of this emission line compo
nent is ~ lOOOArm a-1 , which is about the velocity of the unshocked infalling gas
near the shock-heated region. Therefore, this high-velocity emission line component
probably arises from regions near the base of the accretion column. Rosen, Mason
and Cordova (1987) suggested that it arises from the accretion stream heated by
X-rays. Here, we suggest an alternative explanation: the high-velocity emission line
component may also arise from unshocked gas surrounding the shock-heated region,
and this gas is heated by emission from the hot shock-heated region.

6.3. Asymmetric Accretion Rate
If the accretion rate across the accretion column is not axi-symmetric, the ef
fective cross section of the accretion column is no longer circular or ring-shaped.
The asymmetric effective cross section is due to different flow patterns in the flow
tubes with different local accretion rates. Recent observations (Mukai 1988; Mason,
Rosen and Hellier 1988) have shown th at the cross-section of the accretion column
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is non-circular, supporting this hypothesis.
During an orbital cycle, the effective optical depths vary, unlike in the uniform
or axi-symmetric accretion cases, in a complicated manner which depends on the
accretion rate profile and the orientations of the emission region. The variation of
the optical depths is frequency-dependent. Therefore, different asymmetric pho
tometric and polarization light curves are expected for different frequency hands.
On the one hand, polarimetric observations show that most AM Her systems, e.g.
EXO 033319-2554.2 (Berriman and Smith 1988) and ST LMi (Cropper 1986), have
asymmetric polarization light curves. On the other hand, simultaneous multi-band
photometric observations by Piiroa, Reiz and Coyne (1987a) show the eclipse in
the light curves of EF Eri are different for different optical frequency bands. All
these observations are consistent with the prediction of the model assuming an
asymmetric accretion rate.
Furthermore, for an asymmetric accretion rate profile, the sizes of linear polar
ization pulses during the egress and ingress phases are different. Previous theoretical
calculations predicted two identical linear polarization pulses in one orbital cycle
(see B arrett and Chanmugam 1984), However, pulses with different sizes are ob
served in some systems e.g. EF Eri (Piirola, Reiz and Coyne 1987a) and ST LMi
(Cropper 1986), and only one linear polarization pulse is seen in most cases. The
one pulse case is traditionally explained to be due to the eclipse of the emission re
gion by the segment of the accretion stream far above the white dwarf surface. Here,
we suggest an alternative explanation. For an emission region without symmetry,
the effective A varies in a complicated manner with the orientation of the emission
region, and different effective optical depths result during the egress and ingress
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phases. If one of the effective optical depths at these phases is too high (when
the effective temperature k T ~ lOfceV and the effective dimensionless plasma pa
rameter A £ l0 7), only one linear polarization pulse is produced. If two pulses are
observed in one orbital cycle, according to this model, use of the linear polarization
light curve alone is insufficient to determine whether the two polarization pulses
arise from the same or different emission regions. To tell whether a system has one
or two accretion poles, other information such as the phase-dependent variation of
polarization angle (see Piirola, Reiz and Coyne 1987a, b; Cropper 1989b) is needed.
Finally, we use this model to explain the features observed in the photometric
and polarization curves (Cropper 1986) of the system ST LMi. The photometric
and the circular polarization light curves of ST LMi show structures (see Fig. 2) in
the beginning of the bright phase (<f>« (0.60 —0.75)) but these features disappear
at the end of the bright phase (<f>»; (0.95 —1.05)). Cropper (1986) suggested that
these structures are due to inhomogeneities in the emission region. This argument
can be further elaborated by considering the radiation from an asymmetric emission
region with different orientations at different orbital phases. At <j>ftt (0.60 —0.75),
the high accretion rate side of the accretion column faces the observer. Therefore,
during the ingress, both the shocks in the high accretion rate region and the upper
part of the low accretion rate region are seen. When the ingress proceeds, different
parts of the shock-heated region, in which the local accretion rate is different, are
seen progressively. The structures in the photometric and circular polarization light
curves therefore reveal the shock-structure of the emission region. At these orbital
phases, since the radiation is diluted by unpolarized radiation from the high-density
region, the observed radiation is apparently optically thick. Consequently, the linear
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polarization pulse height is reduced. However, at <f>Ptf 0.9, the low accretion, rate
side begins to face the observer. Due to a small shock height, the shock at the
high accretion rate side is eclipsed by the emission region with low local accretion
rate. The shape of the light curves at these orbital phases is then determined by
the radiation from the extended low-density region. Since the electron density and
tem perature in this region varies smoothly and slowly along the accretion column
(see Chapter 5), the photometric and polarization light curves also change smoothly
with (f>. Furthermore, because the optical depths in the low accretion rate region
are relatively low, the height of the linear polarization pulse at <f>s= 0.0 is larger
than the one at <f>« 0.7.

7. F U T U R E W O RK

7.1. Light Curves
Recent simultaneous multi-band observations (e.g. Piirola, Reiz and Coyne
1987a, b) show that the photometric and polarimetric light curves have different
eclipse durations and shapes for different frequency-bands. Such observations can
not be satisfactorily explained by homogeneous models (e.g. Chanmugam and Dulk
1981, Meggitt and Wickramasinghe 1982), unless an arbitrary diluting flux, or dif
ferent parameters for different frequency-bands, is assumed. According to the in
homogeneous accretion rate (T(r, 2 ) and N (r, z)) models, regions with different
inhomogeneities eclipse at different times. This leads to different eclipse durations
and shapes for the multi-band photometric and polarimetric light curves, which
qualitatively agrees with the observations. We will use the self-consistent inhomo
geneous accretion rate model to fit the light curves of the simultaneous multi-band
observations.
Furthermore, the inhomogeneous accretion rate models also predict that the Xray emission region and the cyclotron emission region do not coincide. Therefore,
the X-ray light curves and the optical light curves may not be in phase. This
hypothesis can easily be verified, when data from simultaneous X-ray and optical
observations are available.

7.2. Cyclotron Harmonics
After the cyclotron harmonics were discovered in the spectra of the system W
Pup (Visvanathan and Wickramasinghe 1979; Stockman, Liebert and Bond 1979),
75
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it provides an accurate method to determine the magnetic field of the white dwarf in
the AM Her binaries. Recent spectroscopic observations (Wickramasinghe, Tuohy
and Visvanathan 1987; Cropper 1989a) show that many AM Her systems exhibit
cyclotron harmonic structures. In previous fits to the observations, only homo
geneous models were used (e.g. Barrett and Chanmugam 1985; Wickramasinghe,
Tuohy and Visvanathan 1987). If the inhomogeneities in the emission region are
considered, better values for the parameters of the emission region are expected.
However, if the emission region is extremely inhomogeneous, the inhomogeneities
may erase the cyclotron harmonics structure. Therefore, the cyclotron harmonic
structure is expected to be less less prominent in the homogeneous cases.

7.3. Quasi-Periodic-Oscillations
Studies of the time-dependent accretion onto magnetic white dwarfs have shown
th at bremsstrahlung-dominated shocks are thermally unstable, and the accretion
shock is therefore driven to oscillate up and down (Langer, Chanmugam and Shaviv 1981, 1982; Chevalier and Imamura 1982). If the magnetic field is sufficiently
strong, this oscillation, however, can be stabilized for a given accretion rate (Chan
mugam, Langer and Shaviv 1985; Imamura 1985). For a bremsstrahlung-dominated
shock, the predicted time-scale of the oscillations is ~ t coo{ w f$r, the bremsstrahlung
cooling time-scale. This prediction led to the search and discovery of the optical
quasi-periodic-oscillations (QPOs) in the systems V834 Cen and AN UMa (Middleditch 1982). Four out of the sixteen AM Her systems have been found to show
QPOs (Larsson 1985, 1987a, b, 1988a) with periods ~ Is (Middleditch 1982; Ma
son et. al. 1983; Imamura and Steiman-Cameron 1986; Larsson 1985, 1987a, b,
1988a) as predicted by the theory. The QPOs are predicted to occur not only at
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optical frequencies but also at UV and X-ray frequencies. Yet due to low count
rates, the QPOs in UV and X-ray frequencies have not yet been detected. Further
X-ray observations with XTE (X-Ray Time Explorer) or AXAF (Advance X-Ray
Astrophysics Facility) and UV observations with HST (Hubble Space Telescope)
may reveal such oscillations.
Recent optical observations have shown that QPOs exhibit a range of complex
behavior, such as color variations, correlations with orbital phase and intensity,
and a possible bimodal frequency distribution (Larsson 1988a, b), which cannot be
explained by any existing homogeneous accretion models. On the other hand, null
results were obtained when searching for QPOs in the systems QQ Vul, ST LMi,
MR Ser (Larsson, private communication), and AM Her itself (Middleditch 1982).
Such complex behavior is probably related to the inhomogeneous accretion rate
across the emission region. In all previous QPO calculations (Langer, Chanmugam
and Shaviv 1981, 1982; Chevalier and Imamura 1982; Imamura 1985), uniform
accretion was assumed across the accretion column, so that the shock structure
is planar. The period of the QPOs arising from these planar shocks is obviously
uncorrelated with the wavelength of the radiation and with the orbital phase of the
binaries. The QPOs of the inhomogeneous shocks are expected to show features
which are different from the uniform accretion rate models. The power excess due
to oscillations not symmetrically distributed in frequency is probably due to there
being more than one oscillating component. We propose that these components
arise from different regions of the accretion column where the local accretion rates
are different. Since the shock structure is no longer planar for an inhomogeneous
accretion rate, the local cooling time-scales and, hence, the periods of the local
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QPOs, are different.
For the extreme case, if the accretion rate is very inhomogeneous, the accretion
column can be divided into two distinct regions in which the structure of the highdensity region is only governed by bremsstrahlung cooling, while that of the lowdensity region only by cyclotron cooling. The shock at the high-density region
oscillates due to a thermal instability and shows QPOs at hard X-ray frequencies.
However, the thermal instability is stabilized by cyclotron cooling in the low-density
region, (Chanmugam, Langer and Shaviv 1985, Imamura 1985), so that there is no
shock oscillation in the cyclotron-dominated region. AM Her systems with such
an extreme inhomogeneous accretion rate will show QPOs only in UV and X-ray
frequencies but not in optical frequencies. The systems ST LMi, QQ Vul, MR Ser,
and AM Her itself, which do not show optical QPOs, are probably of this category.

8. CO N C LU SIO N S

Cyclotron emission from inhomogeneous plasma cylinders with two-core,
Gaussian, exponential and power-law electron density profiles were studied. These
inhomogeneous models (T=constant, JV(r) only) for the cyclotron emission region
were found to produce spectra which have a flat (8 < 8) optically thin part and
peak at a redder region (for k T ~ lO&eV, A ~ 106 and B as 30M G ) compared
to the homogeneous models. At low frequencies (red and IR bands), the circular
polarization is stronger than that of the homogeneous models; while at high fre
quencies (blue and UV bands), it is weaker. Thus, inhomogeneous models provide
better agreement with the observations.
Fits to the optical/IR spectra of the systems ST LMi, V834 Cen and EF Eri
were made by using the two-core model, and the typical parameters for the fits are
T ~ 10keV and A ~ 106. Using the same set of parameters, excellent fits to the
polarization light curves of the systems ST LMi and EF Eri were also obtained,
supporting the idea that the emission region of the AM Her binaries is inhomoge
neous.
Self-consistent calculations of the cyclotron emission from inhomogeneous shocks
(T(r, z) and N (r , z)) were also carried out.

In the calculations, uniform, axi-

symmetric and asymmetric accretion rates across the accretion column were con
sidered.
The shock-structure for an accretion column with a uniform accretion rate is
planar. This kind of inhomogeneous shock produces spectra with a flat (S < 8)
optically thin part, typical for any inhomogeneous emission region, and strong IR
79
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polarization. The photometric and polarization light curves are simple due to the
simple geometry and structure of the emission region.
The axi-symmetric accretion profile with high local accretion rate along the
symmetry axis and low accretion rate at the edges of the accretion columns generates
a non-planar shock structure. The shock-front is a curved surface with the shortest
shock height at the center and the largest at the rim. Hard X-rays are emitted from
the high-density region, whose parameters are typically k T ~ 10keV and A ~ 104,
near the symmetry axis. There is an extended low-density region, with kT ^lO keV
and A ~ (104 —105), at the edges of the accretion column, from which the observed
polarization arises. As in other inhomogeneous cases, spectra with a flat optically
thin part are also produced. The IR circular polarization is stronger than for the
uniform accretion rate case, and the linear polarization pulse is wider than in all
other cases. Furthermore, the recently observed complex behavior of the QPOs in
AM Her can be explained qualitatively by shocks with inhomogeneous accretion
rates.
The shock structure of an accretion column with an asymmetric accretion rate
is very complicated, and its geometry cannot be described by simple parameters.
At different orbital phases, the effective optical depths of the emission changes in a
complicated manner due to different orientations of the emission region. AM Her
systems with such shocks are expected to show complicated asymmetric photometric
and polarization light curves. For extreme cases, the optical depths during the egress
and ingress phases differ very much, so that only one linear polarization pulse,
instead of two, is seen in each orbital cycle. This model provides an explanation
for the observed asymmetric photometric and polarization light curves and different
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linear polarization pulse size in ST LMi.
To summarize, The inhomogeneous shock models agree with observations better,
implying that the cyclotron emission region in the AM Her binaries is inhomoge
neous. Our calculations show that the post-shock region in the accretion column
can be roughly divided into two regions: a low-density region which emits polarized
cyclotron radiation and a high-density region which exhibits both bremsstrahlung
and cyclotron emission. Such an emission region is consistent with the optical and
X-ray observations.
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CYCLOTRON SPECTRA FRO M IN H O M O G EN EO U S ACCRETION CO LU M N S
K ik w a h W u a n d G . C h a n x u g a m
D c p u u n n i o f P l i j i k x t B d A s u o e o m r , L o u is ia n s S ta t s U n i m v l y
J tm l w W l9MJmmyll;CtttpltJ HU frirwry It

ABSTRACT
The cyclotron cm iuion from Infinite p lu m i cyltnden with uniform m ignelic fields, end temperatures. but
w ith a variety of axially lym m euic electron dctuity profiles, it calculated. Such inbofno|coeout platm at arc
ibow n to be able to produce relatively flat tpectra which cannot be produced by bam ofencoui models. Fits to
the optical and infrared continue of the AM Hciculif lyitem a ST LMi, VBJ4 C at, and E F Eri a i t presented.
F o r ST LM i an d V8J4 Cen, good fils are obtained using a two-core model in athkh a dense inner cylindrical
cote with a tem perature o f 10 IteV produces most o f the observed X-rays, and b ath ibis core and the less
dense outer shell produce the optical continuum. F or E F Eri, the corresponding tem perature is - 1S keV. The
average value o f the dim etuionleji plasm a p an m eter A ~ 10*-I0’.
Subject bo ding j ; platm at — radiation mechanisms ■tars: accretion — stars: binaries — stars: magnetic
stars: white dwarfs
l

wm oow noN

The AM H erculit binaries are a tu b d a tt o f cataclysmic vari
ables in which a magnetic while dw arf accretes m atter from a
lower- main-sequenoe star (Liebert and Stockman 1983). The
magnetic field o f the white dw arf it strong enough to prevent
formation o f an accretion disk. Instead, m atter it channeled
along the magnetic field lines through an accretion column
onto the magnetic polar cap o f the synchronously rotating
w hite dwarf. N ear the surface o f the white d w arf a standing
shock it formed in the accretion column as Use inflowing
m atter rapidly decelerates from a supersonic speed. X-rays are
emitted from the tbock-bcated region, while optical and infra
red radiations are believed to arise from its vicinity. An im por
tant characteristic o f the AM H er systems is the strong
polarization (■» 10%) observed in the optical and l b infrared
bands (Tapia 1977) It is generally believed that such polarised
radiation arises as a result o f cydotron emission a t harmonics
~ $ - 2Q, and the implied magnetic field in l b emission region is
about 10-40 M G (Chanmugam and D u Ik 1981; Meggitl and
W ickram asingb 1981) Measurements o f t b magnetic field in
several systems from Zeeman spectroscopy (e g , Schmidt,
Stockman, and G rand! 1986, hereafter SSG) and l b detection
of cyclotron lines (Visvanathan and W ickram asingb 1979)
show that t b magnetic fidd B - 20-30 M G. This value is
consistent with that inferred from t b analysis o f t b optical
polarization.
In most previous calculations, t b emission region w u
assumed to b a hot plasm s stab w ith uniform tem perature and
homogeneous electron density. T b cyclotron spectrum of such
a plasma slab is Raylesgh-Jeant when it is optically thick.
When t b frequency o f emission to is greater than t b peak
frequency to*, it becomes optically thin, and l b intensity is
roughly proportional to to"*, with t b spectral index d - 8
(D ulk 1983) W ith suitable choices of tem perature and electron
density, it is possible to obtain good fits to t b optical spectra
and the polarization o f some systems, such as ST LM i
( - C W1103 + 254) (W ickram asingb and Meggitl 1985, hereafter W M ;Chanm ugam and W u 1987)
However, observations in t b optical band thuw that several
systems have flatter slopes iu t b blue continuum (e.g, for AM

H er, l b spectral index d e l ) and t b peaks o f l b spectra are
in t b mid-visible to t b near-infrared bands instead o f in l b
blue and t b UV bands (Stockman and Lubenow 1987) SSG
proposed that Inhomogeneities fat electron density may help
overcome this difficulty. Similar inbom ogeneitiet bad also been
considered by M ltrler (1978) in analyzing to lar flares. SSG
tried various forma for t b accretion rate profile M (r) where r
is l b radial distance bom t b symmetry axis o f a cylindrical
accretion column, and qualitatively obtained some flatter
spectra. O n t b other band, observations suggest that t b
cyclotron emission region is much larger than t b hard X-ray
emission region and that l b em ission region consists o f a small
dense core with a surrounding lets den re shell (Beuennann
1987) T b core produces most o f t b hard X-rays, while optical
and infrared radiation is mainly emitted from the sbelL
In this paper, effects due to t b geometry an d t b inhomoge
neity o f t b emission region arc investigated. T b emission
region is assumed to b a circular plasm a cylinder instead o f a
semi-infinite stab. Different types o f electron density profiles
are considered, but t b tem perature and magnetic fidd arc
assumed to b uniform. T b radiative transfer equations are
solved numerically with t b cyclotron absorption coefficients
calculated in t b collisioakss approximation. T b effects of
temperature T and viewing angle 0 b t weeo t b line o f sight
and t b magnetic field o n t b shapes o f t b spectra ate alto
studied. T b m ethod is discussed in { II, and t b corresponding
results are presented in ( lit. In } IV, a detailed survey
for different param eters is made to fit t b spectra from t b
systems ST LMi, V834 Cen ( - E I4 0 5 -4 3 1 ) and E F Eri
( - 2 A 0311*227)
a

METHOD

F or a collisionicss hot plasma with large Faraday rotation,
t b transfer equations take t b form

+

(1)

where lx are the intensities, a* l b absorption coefficients, and
Jx t b emissivities for t b ordinary ( + ) and extraordinary ( —)
modes (Ramaly 1969) F or electrons with a Maxwellian dis-
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ofposition: therefore,

Iribuiion, KirchhofFs law is applicable so that
aj(u ), 0) - /,((!), fll/Zulw),

(21

where f„ |u i)" kTvi'/Sx'c1, it the Rayleigh-Jeans intensity per
polarization mode. Thus, for a uniform temperature slab, the
solution o ftq u n io n ( 1) it
J.Ioj, 8) - / u m | i - e a p J j . l i o , flld s J J ,

(3)

where the path length in the integral is that taken by the ray
through the plasma.
If the plasma is a homogeneous slab, stjto . 01 is independent

f j f t o . 01 “ / « ' ! ■

eap [ -

0|h ]),

(4)

where h is the path length through the plasma slab. F o r an
optically thick region where a t (ca, B j h ► I,
a / u seen3,
while for an optically thin region where s ^ tu , 8 ift 4 I, / t *
*j(w , Plhfutui). Hence, the spectral Index is roughly i * 8
(Dulk 1985)
In this paper, the cyclotron emission region is assumed to be
a hot ptauna cylinder with a uniform temperature an d a
uniform magnetic field B parallel to the symmetry axis of the
cylinder (Fig. In), but with an inhomogcneous electron density.

F> 0 . I — to l B o th Ib e m a g n e tic field e n d th e i m m t l r y m i s o f th e p l u m s c y lin d e r i r e s i n u s th e r - a s l s t n d t h e e m itte d ra y i i in th e i - : p U n e . a n d m a k e s a n
a n |l e P m t h th e r > a i it. (b j T b s c r o s s se c tio n o f th e p la s m a c y lin d e r in th e a — >■ p la n e . T h e c y lin d e r is d iv id e d i n to m slices ts tth th ic k n e s s 2 a . m a n d w id th I f * . i d s ra y
e m itte d fro m e a c h slice is in th e p la n e n r th e si ice.
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F u . lb

The cylinder it divided into m slices which ir e parallel to the
magnetic held and the propagating ray (Fig. 16). The width or
each slice is A'*1, and the thickness is 2a.'m, w hen a is the radius
of the cylinder. The intensities or the emission from the whole
cylinder are

N (i) are related by
^ ‘ filM B W i- U S x io ' ^ ^ ) ' ^ ) ' "
’' ( s x l O * cm ) (lO *1 ergs s ' 1) Cm

J-l
w h e re

(6)
are the intensities o r the outgoing ray from a slice.
In order to calculate (he local absorption coefficients in each
grid cell along the path of integration, the temperature and the
electron density profile m ust be defined, ir the cyclotron em it,
sion arises within o r near the postihock region, the tem
perature of the emission region is - 1 0 keV, the expected
tem perature o! the postihock region (Lam b 1985). Although
the detailed structure o la n accretion column is not well under
stood. a constraint may be set on the electron inhomogcneities
by the accretion luminosity. The simplest form of inhomoge
neity is the axially symmetric electron density profile. II a
strong shock is assumed, for a while dw arf with mass .W and
radius R, the accretion luminosity L and the electron density

’ *71

where { - ria F or typical param eters: L ~ 5 x 10” ergs ' 1
(Schmidt, Stockm an, and G randi 1983). M 3 if-.
R « 5 x 10* cm. and a - 10’ cm, the mean electron density
I? - 10“ ™ -* .

The Robinson and Melrose (1984) analytic formula given in
Dulk (1985) is used here to calculate the cyclotron opacity.
This formula is reasonably accurate for harmonics s e 5. 5
keV < kT < 80 keV, and 0 6 10'. W hen the form of A'lJI is
chosen, and other parameters, such as B, T . and 0. are fixed,
the intensities of the outgoing ray from each slice can be calcu
lated and hence the total intensity of the emission from the
plasma cylinder can also be calculated.
For comparison with the homogeneous slab and the inhomogeneous cylinders, spectra o f a homogeneous cylinder are
calculated. The effect of inhomogeneities in the electron density
on the shape o f the spectra is also studied by considering differ
ent forms of electron density profiles: two-core. Gaussian,
exponential, and powcr-faw. In all cases, the electron densities
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• r t n o im aliad so that the corresponding accretion lumin
osities are equivalent to that of a homogeneous column with
,V - l0 1sc m " J.
nr. t t s u m
a)
Homojtntcut Cylinder
Since a , is independent of position in a homogeneous
plasma, for the optically thin case, equations (3) and (6) can be
simplified to be

I * '" .

(81

which have the same form as equation (4). In Figure 2a, the
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intensity is plotted as a function of harm onic for different
viewing angles. At low harmonics, the spectrum is Rayleigh*
Jeans because of the high opacities; al high harmonics, the
intensity falls ofT with a spectral index 6 8 as predicted by
equation (B). The value of S does not change significantly with
0, but the opacity, and hence the peak frequency, increases as
the viewing angle is increased. In Figure 2b. spectra are pre
sented at a fixed viewing angle 0 « 6 O l for different tem
peratures. The peak frequency increases with temperature
because of the increase in opacity. The spectral shape, in con
trast, does not change; raising the temperature merely shifts
the spectrum. Although a homogeneous cylinder emits radi
ation with stronger polarization than a homogeneous slab

OO '

log s

D*
O

log s
F t a . 1 — P lo t i o f the ia ic n tii y / , b) t r t i t w y u a i u . as a f r a c tio n o f t h e b a n n o c k n u m b e r i f o r ib e e m iu io n f r o m t o if tf c u u b o m o f r a c o u i c y lin d e r, l a ( e l th e
te m p e r a tu re * T ■ 1 0 h e V . e n d th e c u rv c a T foia lo p to b o n o n c c r r a p o n d l o v te w in a a n |k * 6 - S 0 \ 6 0* . t a d 4 } w ith th e a u r w i j c A d d . I n Ih l $ - < 0 a a d t h r
a n a c o r r e ipond lo ia n p m tiiig tT ■ 20; IS. ]Q,aad3kcV.
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(Canalls and O pher 1986). their spectra are similar to each
other. Therefore, modifying the geometry of the emission
region from a homogeneous slab to a homogeneous cylinder
cannot yield flat cyclotron spectra; iohomogencitici must be
taken into account.
b)
TKcuCorr Model
The emission region is assumed to be a cylinder consisting of
a dense cote with radius fl, and density Nt and a less dense
shell with outer radius a, and density N, (see Fig. 3). A dimensionlcss param eter T « a,/a, it defined here in order to study
the effects o r the relative size of the core on the shape of a
spectrum. The param eter T and the densities N, and N, are
required to satisfy
ft, r1+fiy i - rJ)- 10" cm - J .
<9)
to that the accretion luminosity is equivalent to that o f a
homogeneous column with N ■> 1 0 " cm - '. Different com 
bination of N,, N,. and T1 are considered in the calculations,
and their values are chosen as follows: N,IN, - 5-230,
T1 - 0 .001- 0 .1.
F or small N,IS„ since the cylinder is not very inhomogeneous, the resulting spectra resemble those for the homoge
neous cases (Fig. 4ol. However, large N,/N, implies a highly
inhomogeneous cylinder. In consequence, the corresponding

BAS

spectra arc flatter. F or the tam e accretion luminosity, the
spectra o f the two-core model peak a t lower harmonics com 
pared to the homogeneous m odels In particular, for N , - 3
x 1 0 " c m '1 and T1 - 0.03, the fiat region (4 £ 2) in the spec
trum almost covers five harm onics (Ftg.4b). if fl - 30 M C , this
region ties in the optica] band with wavelength /. - 3500-7000
A). For these parameters, the sine o f the core is large enough to
contribute significantly to the total emission. The fiat part of
the spectrum is the superposition o f the optically thick radi
ation from the core and the optically thin radiation from the
shell. F o r T* - 0.001, the size of the core is so small that its
emission becomes negligible. The shell dominates the em ission:
hence, the resulting spectrum it similar to that due to a hom o
geneous cylinder with electron density N * W,.
In contrast to the homogeneous cases, varying the tem
perature and the viewing angle docs change the shape of the
spectrum of the two-core model. At low temperatures, both the
core and the shell are optically thin for a given s; while a t high
temperatures, the whole cylinder becomes opaque. F o r each
given pair of NJN, and T \ only for a small range of kT are the
emissions from the core and the shell well matched to produce
a flat spectrum. The required temperature is about 10 keV for a
cylinder with r J ■ 0.03 and I V , - 3 * 1 0 " cm "* (Fig. 4c).
M oreover, the shape of a spectrum depends on the relative
optical depths of the rays from the core and the shcit. The

V

F lo .
A n illu s tr a tio n o t ( h r c r o n l t d i o n o f th e S c a n l o n c o lu m n o t t h t I w i x o f t m o d d . T T * in n e r c i lin d c r c o r m p a n d l to • d t t u t c o r e , m od t i n r e p o n
t x t n a i t h e i n n t r mil t i l t o u tr e c y lin d e r it ■ I n d e n t shed T h e r e d ii otiht in n e r i n d o u te r c j l i n d c t l l i t t, sod a , . r n p c a i i c l )
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optical depths increase with $; it follows th at the spectral shape
also changes with 0(Fig. 4d).

e) Gaussian Modtl

of electron density within the plasm a, the G aussian profile
seems to be more n a tu ra l Differentiating equation (10), it
follows that

The electron density profile o f the G aussian model takes the
form
N K ) « N c *l‘P < - * , 41l .
(10J
where So is the electron density along the symmetry asis. The
bell-shaped profile satisfies the criterion that the cyclotron
emission arises from the surrounding shell, and th e hard
X-rays arising in the dense core. Since there is no sudden jum p

Thus, the param eter a determines the degree o f inhomogencity,
and the larger the value o f x is, th e m ore inhomogeneous is the
cylinder.
In the calculations, a 1 — I, J, and 10 are considered. T he
peaks lie a t harmonics lower than th at or the homogeneous
models, and, as in the two-core m o d e l they are no longer
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log s
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Log $

12

F«.4.—CMftatfrf

sharp. Among the spectra, the one with a* ■ 10 is the flattest
(Fig. Jo), and the region in which the spectral index S £ 2
covers a range from s - 3 to S. The shape of a spectrum also
changes with T (Fig. 56) and $ (F ig Sc). F or * T » J keV and
a 1 - (0, the plasma cylinder is optically thin for harmonic
numbers s i t ! , and the intensity b ib off rapidly with 6 a t ,
while, for kT - 13 keV, the optical depth is - 1 a t s - 6-10;
hence, the spectral index t £ 2. H B » 30 M G, the correspond
ing w avelength/.of this region -3600-6000 A.

d)

Exponential Model

The electron density profile o f this model it given by
N lf l- W .e x p l- K ) .
(121
where .Vr is the central electron density. The param eter 0,

similar to a in the G aussian model, determines the degree of
inhomogcneity, and its value increases with the degree of inho
mogeneity.
In the calculations, 0 m 1,3, and S is tried, but kT is fixed to
be 10 keV. F or 0 m I, since the variation o f electron density
within the plasm a cylinder is small (0.37 <| Af({)'Nt | - 1L the
resulting spectrum looks like the spectrum o r a homogeneous
cylinder; however, for p - 3, since the plasma cylinder is more
inhomogeneous com pared to those with smaller 0. al a - 5-8,
its spectrum it relatively flat (F ig 6oh
F a r kT • 5 keV and p •* 5. the flat part o f the spectrum is
small and covert a narrow range of about two harmonics. As
the temperature is increased, it covers an increasing range of
harmonics. When kT - 13 keV, the range covered it of - 5
harm onics (Fig 6 h l Furtherm ore, for fixed 0 and T . the path
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< I* ,S S , * * » t o i . i n d t h c c u r m c o T m p o n d t o a r - 2 0 . l 3 . I O a i i d 3 l c V . l n t r |3 T “ i o k c V a i i d d * a O ',6 0 T, S 5 '. x n d J O ,

length. and hence the shape orihe spectrum changes with 9. Al
9 ™ 30‘. there is a flat region in the spectrum, but it disappears
when 9 - 80! (Fig. 6c),
e)
Power-LowMoiil
F cr.V lil - (">, N( {)ts infinite at { « 0. In order to get rid of
this singularity, the power-law electron profile is modified to
N lil - f iM I + $ « - * .
(131
K, is the central electron density, and d and y are parameters
to determine the degree o f inhomrgeneily. When d ” 0, or
■/ —0.
— . \ r ; therefore, the plasm a cylinder is homoge
neous However, large d and y imply a large electron density

gradient across the plasma cylinder. When d ► N tf I ~ s '" 1which is the power-law profile used in SSG.
The value or d is first fixed to be I, and the value of y is
varied from I to 10 in the calculations. The flatness of the
spectrum is found to increase with y (F ig To), which qualitat
ively agrees with the results of SSG. Next the value o f d is
taken to be 10, and the value of y is taken to be I and 2. For
these parameters, the spectra are quite steep (6 a 8) and are
simitar to those of a homogeneous cylinder (F ig Tit). Accord
ing to the power-law model of SSG, for a power index y. the
flux is

114)
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F o r */ « J. i - 1; for large y, the spectrum U Rayirigh-Jcans.
Bui for the modified power-law profile in this paper, the ipectral index i »s 1 fo ry m2 and d> ~ 10, which it therefore differ
ent from the results o f (he power-law model of SSG.
Furtherm ore, for a power-law profile with large y, N({)
d ecrtaiet very rapidly ac ro tt the cylinder. Consequently. a
platm a cylinder with larger y it le u opaque. U nleu the plasma
cylinder h at a very large diameter, it is unlikely to be optically
thick for such parameters. Thus, inconsistent results are
obtained if the singularity of the power-law profile is not
removed.
As in other inhomogeneous cases, the optical depths o f the
rays in this model change with the temperature (Fig. 7e} and

the viewing angles (Fig. 7d) Different values of T and 0 yield
spectra with different shapes.
tv. AvrurAitoN s
ol STLMH- CW1103+254]
The observed modulation (114 minutes) o f the linear and
circular polarizations led to the identification o f ST LM i as a
member o f the AM H er family (Stockman et of. 1983).
Assuming a simple dipole field, Schmidt, Stockman, and
G randi (1983) estimated a polar field of - 3 0 M G from the
Zeeman-sptii Balmer polarization and the absorption features.
This system was also observed by Bailey el al. (1983) using

07
o

log s
F « o - a ^ S a m c u F i g 2 f e f u a p o n a i i i t e f c c i r o i i d e a d l y p ro& Jc. I n t e l AT" > J O k c V . a - S O . i n d i i w c v n t s r e f m p o e d t D t h e p e r a m c t e r P - 1 . 3 . s a d 5 . f n ( b t
e » « J ,p - 3 , u d S F - 2 0 , IS . l O L u d S k t V . l n | r | I T - 1 0 k tV w i t S - S 0 . 6 0 . 4 J . u d JO
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multiband optical and neir-infrared photom etry, together with
polarimelry. optical spectroscopy, and tpectrophotometry.
The excess flux during the bright phase, when the accreting
pole faces the observer, is a typical cyclotron flux which peaks
near 7000 A and has a spectral index £ - S in the optically thin
part. The circular polarization is about -2 5 % in the optical
band during the bright phase and disappears during the faint
phase, presumably when the accreting magnetic pole it eclipsed
by the white dw arf itself; the linear polarization, however, is
present throughout the orbital cycle.
W hether the cyclotron and the hard-ray emission regions
are coincident is a controversial Issue. Since only the circular
polarization, but not the linear polarization, disappears during
the faint phase. Cropper (1986) proposed that the linear
polarization is due to electron scattering in a region high above
the shock in the accretion column and the circular polarization

is due to cyclotron emission in a region near the shock. He also
suggested that the hard X-ray and cyclotron emission regions
ate coincident because o f the substantial agreement between
the corresponding temperatures. This result, however, is model
dependent. On the other hand, Beuermann (1987) used the
observed optics] and bard X-ray fluxes to estimate that the
area o f the cyclotron emission region
is ->4-32 x 10ls
cm1 and that the area of the hard X-ray emission region
is —0.04 x 10l> cm3 Tor a distance o f 135 pc. The difference in
these values implies that the cyclotron and the hard X-ray
emission regions are not identical.
Assuming a homogeneous region, fits to the cyclotron spec
trum were made by WM and Chanm ugam and Wu (1987). In
these models, the cyclotron and the hard X-ray emission
regions were assumed to be the same, and the geometry of the
region was simplified to be a homogeneous slab (Chanmugam
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and W u 19B7) o r a homogeneous hemisphere |W M | The
param eters lor their best fits a i t kT ■» 20 keV, A * 10*—10s
(W M k and k T - J keV, A - 10* (Chanmugam and W u 1987).
where A - 4xtNI/B, it the dtatentionless plasma parameter,
and I the characteristic tile of the plasma. U N - 10'* c m '1
and B * 30 M G, the corresponding values o n are 10*—10* cm
and ID* cm, respectively,
Here, the accretion column is assumed to be a uniform*
temperature circular cylinder consisting o f a dense cylindrical
core surrounded by a less dense shell; Le„ the two-core model.
T he core is the dominant source o f hard X-rays, white cyclo
tron emission arises from the whole cylinder. Such a model is
consilient with the hypothesis that the cyclotron emission does

n ot arise from the region high above the shock and the hard
X-ray and the cyclotron emission regions have similar tem
peratures. The values o f o, and T are estimated from A„, and
given in Beoermann (1987). The projection effect (sec
Cropper 1986). which was neglected by SSG. is also con
sidered. The inclination of the system is i - 6 9 '. and the colati
tude of the magnetic pole is A - 146' (Schmidt. Stockman, and
G rand! 1983); therefore, 8 - 80’ for most o f the time. Because
ST LM i is a self-eclipsing system, the cyclotron flux can be
considered to be the difference between the bright-phase and
faim-phase fluxes. The data given in Bailey et al. (198}) is used
in the fitting; the param eters Tor the best fit are found to be
kT - lO k e V .N ,- IO,T e n T \ N , - I 0 '* c n r , . n - 2 x 10*
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cm, and f 1 m0.005 (Fig. 8). The hard X -riy observations
imply an em ission measure of 4 * 10’* a n '* (Beuermsnn
1987), so (fail in this m odel the height o f the emission region it
- 6 * 10’ cm,
The resulting tem perature is twice th it given by Chanm ug im and W u (1987). Since N. in this fit is lower than the
density (hey used, in order to get (be same opacity, a higher
temperature is required. W M assumed a high tem perature of
kT - 20 keV ; hence, a small A(~ to4) is required to fit the
optically thin part of the cyclotron spectrum. This leads to the
difficulty in captaining th e observed hard X-ray luminosity.
The inhomogeneous model provides a good fit to both the
optically thin part o f the spectrum and the bard X-ray lum in
osity. Furtherm ore, com pared to the homogeneous models, the
spectra of the inhomogeneous models peak at lower harm onies

and hence provide a belter fit to a system with a red continuum
such as S T LM i.

b) V8J4Cen(-E140S-4SJ)
The system V834 Cen was confirmed as an AM H er variable
by the detection of phase-dependent circular polarization in
the optical band (Tapia 1982). The circular polarization does
n ot change sign, indicating th at V8J4 Cen is a nonedipsing
system. T he magnetic field at the pole is alm ost parallel to the
line of sight at the minimum phase (Bailey er of., 1983), and a
polar field strength o f - J O M G was estimated by Cropper,
M endes, and Tapia (1986) using the derived orientation and
the ratios of the linear polarization to the circular polarization
(Barrett and Chanm ugam 1984). Assuming the em ission region
is a homogeneous plasma, fits to the phase-dependent fluses
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kT-

and the circular p o U rin tio n i were m u le by W M . They
claimed that the emission region ii a penny-shaped plasma of
diameter D and height H with kT * 40 keV, the value of A
along the diameter A0 • 10*. and H - 0.1D. Hence, for fl - 30
M G, the value of D ii 5 x 10‘*/7V cm, and the emission
m eature aD ’H N 1/* a 10” /N . Since for a while dwarf D< 10*
cm, it foltowi that the emission m eaiure ia le » than 2 x 10*1
cm "J,com pared to a value of - 3 x 10” c m " ’ deduced from
the observed hard X-ray luminosity of ~ I 0 ’* erg s"1 (BonnetBiduud tt al. 19831 Furtherm ore, the spectrum o f V834 Cen is
very flat (d * I) at /. -» 2000-8000 k (M araidii et af. 1984) and
hence cannot be explained by homogeneous models with a
simple geometry.
In order to fit the flat spectrum or this system and to explain
(he hard X-ray luminosity, the emission region is assumed to

Ab

in A T h e p a n a e t c n fo e ( b e b e lt fit o r e t * 8 0 ',

correspond to the two-core model. F o r this system, since
0 - 0" a t the minimum phase (Bailey tt al. 19833 and cyclotron
emission is emitted in fan-shaped beams a t angles almost per
pendicular to the magnetic Beld (Chanmugam and Dulk 1981),
the bright-phase flux minus the faint-phase flux is still a good
approxim ation of the cyclotron flux. The cyclotron flux is
deduced from the observational data given by M araschl tt at.
(1984). The param eters for the best (it are I T 10 keV, Nc » 5
x I0 ‘* cm -1. W . - J x I O " cm "1, r '-O -l, and a .- 2
x 10’ cm (F ig 9). A height o f -1 0 * cm is then consistent with
the emission measure, and the ratio Hflo, is -0 .1 . Such a
small ratio implies that A and hence the circular polarization
change rapidly during the orbital phase. The result is consis
tent with the observed rapid rise in circular polarization fol
lowing phase 0.S in the J band (W M )

M
e

- 4 .0 3

, - 3 .7 ,3 .
log
(l/A)

" 3 **3

FW- 9.—Filtoihecydoir»*pw rum crfil*vttrm V 8J4Ca)w ioglh«tw fr'eoftR iod«LTheptranK iC TiforihfbeM fi1iit0» 4 0 .AT** IDLeY.IV, - 3 m 10“
a n * J4.V, ■ J ■
1 * lO 'c n .i n d f 1 - 0.1.
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c) Ef&H-2A03H~221\
The system E F Eri h is in intense tu n ) X -n y component
during its high state (While 1981), and its soil X-ray luminosity
w is round not to exceed the h in t X-ray luminosity by a factor
of 3 iB euetm inn. Stella, an d Patterson 1987). The X-ray and
optical observations of Beuermann, Stella, and Patterson
(1987) showed that
- 0.02-0.4 x 10'* cm 1 and A,,t 3.2-]2.2 x 10'* cm J, suggesting that the hard X-ray emission
region is surrounded by a larger cyclotron emission region.
Simultaneous five-color (U H IT l/) photom etry and polarimetry o f E F Eri were made by Piirola. Reiz, and Coyne (1987).
who found that ( * 3S‘ and A * 38’. At the orbital phase O.S.
the circular polarization shows a negative excursion, which
was not present in the previous observations ofC ropper (19B5),
implying that the accretion pole is probably eclipsed by the
white dwarf. They also suggested that the weak secondary
linear polarization pulse in the / band arose from the second
ary accretion pole.
Fits to Ibc phase-dependent polarized (luxes for dilferenl
bands were made by Piirola, and Coyne (1987), and (he shock
front m odel o f W M was found to (ail to provide good (its.
However, using the constant tem perature model of Meggitl
and W idtram itinghe (1982). they obtained relatively good fits
with the param eten kT « 1 0 keV and A - 10*. If N - 101*
c m '’ an d B * 30 M G, the corresponding size of the emission
region is about 10’ cm. Unless the hard X-rays arise from
outside the cyclotron emission region, it is difficult for such a
small region to produce the observed bard X-ray luminosity of
-*1.5 x I033 e r g s '1 (Beuermann, Stella, and Patterson 1987).
The two-core model it used to fit the cyclotron spectrum of
this system, and A„ and Atalt given in Beuermann, Stella, and
Patterson (1987) are used to estimate a , and 1". The cyclotron
spectrum is deduced from the five-color photom etric light
curves given by Piirola, Reiz, and Coyne (1987). The param 
eters Tor the best fit are kT - 15 keV, N , - I x ID11 cm ” 1,
N , - I X I0 11 cm ‘ \ T3 “ 0.05, and a, - lO’ cm.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, detailed numerical calculations of the spectra
of the cyclotron emission from plasma cylinders with uniform

axisymmetric magnetic fields and uniform temperatures but
with homogeneous, two-core. Gaussian, exponential, and
power-law electron density profiles are presented. All the inhomogeneous cylinders produce Ratter spectra in comparison
with the homogeneous cylinders and slabs. The spectral index
6 is found to decrease with increase in the degree orinhom ogcw ily, Instead of peaking in the blue and UV bands as predict
ed by the homogeneous models (Lam b 1985). the spectra peak
in the mid-visible to near-infrared bands. Furtherm ore, con
trary to the homogeneous cases, param eters such as the tem
perature and the viewing angle also affect the location of the
peak and the Ratoess of a spectrum. Hence, by modifying the
electron density profile an d appropriately adjusting the tem
perature and the corresponding param eters of each model, it is
possble to obtain spectra with different shapes.
The two-core model, like other inhomogeneous models, pro
duces flat spectra and is a reasonable approximation to the
other inhomogeneous models- It is also simpler to use in verify
ing the hypothesis that the hard X-rays are produced in a dense
core and the cyclotron emission is emitted from a less dense
halo surrounding it.
Using the two-core model, fits to the observed cyclotron
continue o f the systems S T LM i, VB34 Cen, and E F Eri are
made. F or the best fits, the temperature of the hard X-ray and
cyclotron emission regions is - 1 0 keV. and the average value
o f the dimensfonless plasma param eter A - 10*—10 . which
corresponds to plasma cylinders with radius -*I03 cm for
B * 30 M G and It a I0 ‘* cm -3. The sizeortbe core, however,
is system dependent. F or ST LMi, the core ii comparatively
small; whereas V834 Cen and E F Eri have larger cores. The
results are consistent with the values of Am and
given by
Beuermann (1987) and qualitatively agree with the hypothesis
of SSG that the flat cyclotron continuum is due to an inhom o
geneous accretion profile.
In conclusion, the inhomogeneous model with fairly high
temperature (■* 10 keV) and A (■* I0*-I01) reconciles the diffi
culties with the high-temperature (£ 2 0 keV), low-A (£10*1
homogeneous models of WM and the low -tem penture ( <
I keVL high-A ( £ lO’lm o deli or Chanm ugam and Dulfc (1981)
by providing good fits to the observed optica) spectra. The
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m ore difficult task* o f fitting the polarization d a u end includ
ing the temperature itructurc of the emission region remain to
be carried o u t
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ABSTRCT

Circularly and linearly polarized radiation from inhomogeneous cyclotron emis
sion regions with uniform magnetic field and temperature but different electron
density profiles are studied. Our calculations show that the inhomogeneous models
generally produce larger polarization for low harmonics and smaller polarization for
high harmonics compared to the homogeneous models. Polarization light curves for
different inhomogeneous models with a wide variety of parameters axe presented,
providing handy theoretical results to compare with observations. The observed
polarization light curves of ST LMi, EF Eri, and BL Hydri are fitted using an in
homogeneous model for the first time, and good fits are obtained, supporting the
hypothesis that the cyclotron emission region of AM Her systems have a complicated
structure.

Subject headings: plasmas - polarization - radiation mechanisms - stars:accretion
- stars:binaries - stars:magnetic - stars:white dwarfs
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I. IN T R O D U C T IO N
The AM Herculis binaries form a sub-class of cataclysmic variables in which a
magnetic white dwarf rotates synchronously and accretes m atter from a lower-mainsequence secondary through an accretion column. A distinguishing characteristic of
these systems is the strong circular polarization (~

1 0 %)

observed in the optical and

infrared bands (see e.g. Liebert and Stockman 1985; Lamb 1985). Such polarized
radiation is believed to be cyclotron radiation arising from the post-shock region in
the accretion column, or its vicinity.
In most previous calculations of the cyclotron radiation, the emission region was
considered to be a homogeneous plasma slab (Chanmugam and Dulk 1981; Barrett
and Chanmugam 1984) or, simply, a structureless plasma blob (Wickramasinghe
and Meggitt 1985a) with a temperature k T of ~ (0.1 — 10)keV, a magnetic field
B pb 30MG, and a dimensionless plasma parameter A = 4 n N e l/B ranging from 104
to
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(e.g. Barrett and Chanmugam 1984; Wickramasinghe and Meggitt 1985b;

Chanmugam and Wu 1987), where N is the electron density, and I the characteristic
size of the plasma. Since the angular frequency

uj

of the cyclotron radiation can

be expressed as scoc, where ioc = e B / m ec is the cyclotron frequency, e the electron
charge, m e the electron mass, c the speed of light, and s the harmonic number,
the optical emission arises for s pb (5 —9). However, the cyclotron radiation from
these homogeneous plasmas have a very steep slope in the optically thin part of
the spectrum and a very sharp transition between the optically thick and optically
thin regions, in sharp contrast to the observed flat spectra in several AM Her bi
naries (Schmidt, Stockman and Grandi 1986). The predicted polarization is also
much higher in the optical band but much lower in the infrared band compared to

Ill

observations.
Schmidt, Stockman, and Grandi (1986) suggested that inhomogeneities in elec
tron density in the accretion columns may overcome these difficulties. Recent ob
servations by Mukai (1988) and Cropper (1988) showed that the emission regions of
some AM Her systems are highly structured and have a non-circular cross section.
Furthermore, accretion onto two or more poles is also possible (Piirola, Reiz and
Coyne 1987a), making modelling more complicated. In order to model the electron
density profile of the emission region, it is necessary to understand how the accreting
material from the companion star threads onto the magnetic field of the white dwarf
(Mason, Rosen and Hellier 1988). This is not well understood. Hence, and for the
sake of simplicity, simple inhomogeneous models should be considered first. Wu and
Chanmugam (1988, hereafter Paper I), Wickramasinghe and Ferrario (1988), and
Stockman (1988) assumed an inhomogeneous accretion column with axial symme
try, and their calculations confirmed that inhomogeneous emission regions produce
flatter spectra. Significantly better fits, compared to the homogeneous models, to
the observed spectra of the AM Her binaries ST LMi (=CW1103+254), V834 Cen
(=E1405-451), and EF Eri (=2A0311-227) were obtained in Paper I, consistent
with the different sizes of the optical and the X-ray emitting regions observed by
Beuermann (1987). Wickramasinghe and Ferrario (1988) also calculated the cir
cular and linear polarization from an inhomogeneous accretion column. However,
they considered only power-law electron density profiles and made no fits to the ob
servations. Since the emission region is complex, a broad survey of different types
of inhomogeneity profiles is necessary in order to make comparison with observa
tions, so that a better understanding of the accretion process, and ultimately the
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threading mechanism, could be obtained.
In this paper, we extend our calculations of the effects of different types of elec
tron density profiles on the optical/IR spectra (Paper I) to determine the emitted
polarization. The purpose of our calculations is to provide theoretical polarization
light curves for a wide variety of models with different parameters in order to pro
vide theoretical data for astronomers to fit the observations. We present the method
of calculation in §11. The polarization curves, for fixed harmonics as a function of
viewing angle and for fixed angles at different harmonics, are presented in §111, so
th at comparisons with observations can be made more easily. In §IV, we present
the fits to the observed polarization curves using an inhomogeneous model for the
first time. A relatively simple inhomogeneous model, the two-core model, is applied
to the systems ST LMi, EF Eri, and BL Hydri (=H0139-68), and good fits to the
observations, consistent with the parameters used in Paper I, are obtained.

II. P O L A R IZ A T IO N
Although a realistic accretion column is believed to be inhomogeneous in mag
netic field and tem perature in addition to electron density, we consider the simplest
inhomogeneous case: an infinite plasma cylinder with a uniform magnetic field B
parallel to the symmetry axis, a uniform temperature, and an inhomogeneous elec
tron density. The electron density N is assumed to be axi-symmetric and depends
only on the distance from the symmetry axis of the cylinder.
For a magnetoactive plasma with large Faraday rotation the radiative transfer
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equations for polarized radiation can be decoupled into two equations:

- £ - + a ± I ± ‘ ]±,

where I± are the intensities, a± the absorption coefficients, and j± the emissivities
for the ordinary (+ ) and extraordinary (-) modes (Ramaty 1969; Chanmugam and
Dulk 1981). The Stokes parameter I, Q, U, and V are given by the following:

I = !+ + /_ ,

Q = A

,i+ « 3 + /

"

(7 = 0,

y1+

1+

where ag± are the polarization coefficients for the two modes, and 9 the angle be
tween the direction of propagation of the electromagnetic wave and the magnetic
field B. The circular polarization and linear polarization are V f l and Q f l respec
tively.
In the calculations, the plasma cylinder is typically divided into about 400 grid
tubes with size chosen to satisfy the requirement of large Faraday rotation in each of
them. The transfer equations are solved using the standard ray tracing technique.
In order to optimize efficiency, the analytic formulae of Robinson and Melrose (1984)
given in Dulk (1985) are used to calculate the local absorption coefficients and hence
the local intensities in each grid tube. The Robinson and Melrose (1984) analytic
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formulae have been shown to be reliable for k T ~ lOfceV and 0£3O0 but is less
accurate (Chaamugam et. a1. 1989) at smaller angles than previous thought (Dulk
1985). Therefore, in this paper the calculations ar-e restricted to 9 > 30°.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In our calculations of the cyclotron emission from inhomogeneous accretion
columns, the electron number density 1V(£) is assumed to be a function only of
the normalized distance £ from the symmetry axis. Furthermore, JV(£) is normal
ized such that the corresponding accretion luminosity is equivalent to that of a
homogeneous column with N = I0 16cm “ 3 (see Paper I).

a) Angle-dependence
We first fix the harmonic number and calculate the circular and linear polar
ization for different viewing angles assuming different electron density profiles in
the accretion column. Unless otherwise specified, the tem perature k T = lOfceV,
the magnetic field B = 25MC7, the radius of the cylinder R = 107cm, and the
harmonic number s = 7. This value of s is chosen, because it corresponds to the
transition between the optically thick and thin part of a spectrum, where the polar
ization is sensitive to inhomogeneous effects. Furthermore, this harmonic number
also corresponds to a frequency in the V-band for B ~ (25 —30)MG.

i) Homogeneous
In order to compare the inhomogeneous models with the homogeneous model,
we first calculate the polarization due to a homogeneous cylinder with a constant
electron density N . Since the angle-dependent circular polarization depends on the
cyclotron opacities, which are functions of N and T, various combinations of N
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and T are assumed in our calculations. We first fix N = 1016cm - 3 and vary T and
then consider a lower density, N = 1015cm - 3 (Fig. 1). For N — 1016cm” 3, the
cylinder is optically thick at k T = 15 keV and therefore produces « 25% circular
polarization for 6 « 30° and only about (1 —3)% for 0£4O°. At k T = lOfceV, since
the opacities are lower, the cylinder with the same N becomes less opaque and
therefore produces larger polarization. For N = I0 15cm-3, because the electron
density of the cylinder is

10

times smaller than in the previous cases, the cylinder

is optically thin and hence produces large polarization.
When s = 7, the linear polarization due to these homogeneous cylinders is small
(;$ a few %). In order to obtain significant linear polarization, a higher harmonic,
s = 9, is considered. At all angles the linear polarization produced by the cylinder
with N = 1016cm “ 3 and k T = lb ke V is small, due to a high optical depth as for the
circular polarization. However, the cylinder with N — 1016cm “ 3 and k T = 10keV
has a lower optical depth. It therefore produces a linear polarization pulse with
a peak value « 25% at 8 — 90° and a smaller pulse with a peak value « 3% at
8 w 45°. The cylinder with N — 1015cm “ 3 is optically thin, so that it produces
more linear polarization at all angles.

ii) Two-core
We next consider the two-core model. Here, the functional form of the electron
density profile is taken to be iV(£) = N c for 0 < £ < T, and iV(£) = N„ for
r < £<

1,

where T is the ratio of the radius of the core to the radius of the shell,

N c the electron density of the core, and N a the electron density of the shell. In figure
2(a), N c is fixed to be 3 X 1017cm” 3, but N s and T are allowed to vary subject to the
constraint that the mean electron density N =

1 0 16cm "3.

The values of T2, which
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characterize the effects of the core-size on the polarization, are chosen to be 0 .0 0 1 ,
0.01, and 0.03. For small T2, such'as 0.001 and 0.01, the circular polarization curves
resemble that of a homogeneous cylinder. In these cases, the cores are small so that
their contribution to the polarization is insignificant. Most of the radiation comes
from the thick shell, and therefore the polarization produced is characterized by N s.
When r

2

= 0.03, the core is large enough, and hence the circular polarization curve

is significantly different. For 0£4O°, the circular polarization is a few times larger
than for the cases with T2 = 0.001 and 0.01. At 9 ftJ 30°, the circular polarization
becomes smaller than for the case with T2 = 0.03. This is because the average
optical depths of the cylinders with a small core become small very rapidly when 9
decreases. Cylinders with larger cores, by contrast, have a relatively large optical
depth at small angles.
All two-core cylinders produce larger linear polarization at small angles (9 «
30°), compared to homogeneous cylinders. A homogeneous cylinder with N ~
1 0 16cm “ 3

is quite opaque at kT^jlOkeV) however, the shells of the two-core cylin

ders are relatively optically thin at these temperatures, and hence some linear po
larization is produced. At 9 = 90°, the cylinder with F 2 = 0.03 produces about
25% linear polar ization, while the cylinders with smaller T 2 produce only about 2%
linear polarization (Fig. 2a). For V2 — 0.03, there is a broad pulse in the linear
polarization curve at 9 « 45°. This is due to the contribution of the very low density
shell. Since the core densities of these cylinders are fixed, the shell density increases
when P 2 decreases, so that the normalization requirement is satisfied. Therefore, for
smaller F2, the ratio N 3/ N c is larger than that for T2 = 0.03. In this case, because
the density of the shell is not low enough, the pulse is flattened.
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In figure 2 (b), the core-size of the cylinders is fixed to be T 2 = 0.03, but N c and
N s are varied subject to the normalization constraint. For a cylinder with JVC= 5 x
1016cm ~ 3 and N s = 8.75 X 1015cm-3, both the shell and the core are optically thick
for #£45°, and the circular polarization at these angles is small. Furthermore, since
N a and N c differ from each other by less than one order of magnitude, the circular
polarization is similar to that of a homogeneous cylinder. W hen N c ~ 1017cm ~ 3
and N s ~ 10iscm-3 , N s «

JVC, and at most angles the shell is optically thin,

but the core is optically thick. Consequently, the circular polarization curve is very
different and depends on the value of N s/ N c. At 0 « 45°, the circular polarization
due to a cylinder with N s = 1.03

X

1015cm “ 3 and N c = 3

X

1017cm ~ 3 is ~ (40-60)

%, which is larger than that due to the cylinder with N a = 4.12 x 1015cm ~ 3 and
Nc —2 x

1 0 17cm-3 .

At smaller angles (0 as 30°) the circular polarization due to the

former cylinder is smaller because of the rapidly increasing optical depths in the
core. Therefore, at small angles, if the core-size is fixed, the cylinders with larger
N c/Ns ratios have cores which produce less polarization. However, at large angles,
these cylinders produce larger circular polarization.
The cylinders with a larger N c/ N s ratio in general produce a larger linear po
larization at #£40°. For N c = 3 x 1017cm - 3 and N s = 1.03 x 1015cro-3 , there is
also a broad pulse in the linear polarization curve at 0 « 45°. Because the opacity
varies with 0, the position of this pulse shifts to a smaller 0, as the ratio N c/ N s
decreases.

iii) Gaussian
For a cylinder with a Gaussian electron density profile, N(£) = Noexp(—o 2£2),
where N q is the central density, and a is a parameter which characterizes the in
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homogeneity. For a 2 — 1, the ratio of the densities in the most dense to the least
dense regions in the cylinder is about 2.7, implying that the cylinder is weakly in
homogeneous. Therefore, the corresponding circular polarization behaves similarly
to that for the homogeneous models (Fig. 3). When a 2 is increased, the cylinder
becomes increasingly inhomogeneous, and for a 2 =

10

it has a dense central region

which resembles the core of a two-core cylinder, while in most of the cylinder the
electron density is very low. Because of a low average optical depth, this cylinder
produces significant circular polarization at all angles: its value at 9 — 89° being
about 5% and at 9 = 30° about 75%. The circular polarization due to this cylinder
is larger than for the cylinders with oc2 = 1 and 5 at large angles, but is smaller
at small angles. This is because the central densities of the latter cylinders are low
and hence become optically thin more rapidly, when 9 decreases.
The linear polarization curves of the cylinders with Gaussian electron density
profiles are similar to those of the two-core cylinders, with a pulse produced at
9 = 90° and a smaller pulse at 9 ft* 30°. The height of the pulse at 9 = 90° generally
increases with a 2 and has values of « 15% for a 2 = 10 and w 3% for a 2 = 1. The
smaller pulse however is weakly dependent on a 2,
iv) E x p o n e n tia l
We consider next the exponential profile, iV(£) = JV^erpf—/?£), where N g is
the central density, and /3 a parameter which characterizes the inhomogeneity. The
angle dependent circular polarization curve for this case, in general, behaves simi
larly to that of the Gaussian cases: the larger the value of /?, the larger the circular
polarization for 9£,40° (Fig. 4). The cylinder with an exponential density profile
has a smaller dense central region compared to the Gaussian cylinders. The effect
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of the dense central region on the polarization is less, and the circular polarization
at

B —

30° is almost the same for

j3

= 1, 2, and 5. The linear polarization light

curves are also similar to those of the Gaussian cases, but their values are generally
smaller.
v) Power-law
The power-law profile is modified to take the form N ( £ )

= N p (l+ ^ )~ 'r

to avoid

singularities when integrating over £, where <f> and 7 are parameters to characterize
the inhomogeneity. In figure 5(a), the circular polarization is plotted against

9

for the modified power-law electron density profile. The parameters of interest are
chosen to be

<f> =

1.0 and 7 = 1.0, 5.0, and 10.0. The cylinders with 7 = 1.0 and

5.0 are relatively homogeneous, so that their corresponding circular polarization
curves are not much different from that of a homogeneous cylinder. When

7

=

10.0, because of higher inhomogeneity, the circular polarization at 40°,$,#£90° is
much larger. However, at

$

ft! 30°, the circular polarization due to this cylinder is

diluted, compared to the cylinders with a small 7 , by the less polarized radiation
from its denser central region as in the previous inhomogeneous cases.
The linear polarization for the same set of parameters is also plotted against 9
in figure 5(a). At

$

= 90° the linear polarization due to the cylinders with

7

= 1.0

and 5.0 is small; however, it is about 15%, when 7 = 10.0, reflecting the effect of
inhomogeneities. Furthermore, at 8

m

60° the cylinders with 7 = 10.0 has about 2%

linear polarization, while those cylinders with small 7 produce insignificant linear
polarization.
When
N (£ )

~

<f> »

1,

the modified power-law profile becomes the power-law profile,

(see Paper I). In figure 5(b), the circular polarization is plotted against
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9 for <f>=10.0, and

7

— 1.0 and 2.0. Because a small value of 7 implies low inhomo

geneity, the circular polarization at all angles is similar to th at for the homogeneous
cases. In the same figure the linear polarization is plotted against 9. The linear
polarization curve, however, has a different behavior compared to the circular po
larization curves. At 9 = 90° the polarization is small, which is similar to that of a
cylinder with relatively low inhomogeneity; while at 9 fa 30°, it is about 3%, which
is a typical value for inhomogeneous cylinders. This linear polarization at a small
angle (9 ft* 30°) is due to the outer part of the cylinder, where the electron density
is low enough to produce significant polarization. Although both ^ and 7 determine
the electron density inhomogeneity of the cylinders, the parameter

7

seems to have

a greater effect on the polarization.

b) Frequency-dependence
The inhomogeneities of the plasma cylinder affect the frequency-dependent lin
ear and circular polarization curves as well as the angle-dependent curves. In figure
6 (a),

we plot the circular polarization against the harmonic number for the homo

geneous model, the two-core model, and the Gaussian model, for 9 = 45° and 89°
and k T = lOfceV. For the homogeneous model, N = 1016cm“ 3; for the two-core
model, N c = 3 x
model, N q =

1 0 17cm~3,

1 x 1 0 17c7n “ 5

N s = 1.03 x
and a 2 =

1 0 15cm - 3

and T2 = 0.03; for the Gaussian

10.

Our results generally agree with the results of Wickramasinghe and Ferrario
(1988): the circular polarization is small for s£ 5 , and its value increases significantly
at s ps! (6—7), depending on the inhomogeneity and the viewing angle. They used the
Meggitt and Wickramasinghe (1982) opacities, which produce harmonic features in
the frequency-dependent polarization curves. The harmonic features are important,
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when the emission region is small and is highly homogeneous. However, if the
emission region is large or inhomogeneous, the harmonic features due to regions with
different inhomogeneities will overlap, and hence the observed frequency-dependence
polarization curves will be smooth curves (Wickramasinghe and Ferrario 1988).
Also, for most photometric and polarimetric observations (e.g. Piirola, Reiz and
Coyne 1987a, 1987b; Cropper 1985, 1986), the observed polarization is a bandaveraged value, and hence the harmonic features will be reduced. Furthermore, the
free-free opacities will reduce the harmonic features, if the emission region is not
purely cyclotron dominated (Barrett and Chanmugam 1984). Our calculations, in
which the Robinson and Melrose (1984) opacities are used, do not show harmonic
structures but are adequate to describe an inhomogeneous cyclotron emission region
and to fit most of the observations.
At & — 45°, the circular polarization due to the homogeneous cylinder is negli
gible for s£,7. It increases rapidly at s «

8

and then flattens off to a value of 85%

at s « 10. For the two-core cylinder, the circular polarization is negligible at low
harmonics, and the rapid rise occurs at s «

6.

The circular polarization then flat

tens off at s ss 8 and then rises again and slowly reaches the value of 85%, the same
value as in the previous case, at s « 12. The step at s »

8

in the curve is due to the

assumption that there axe two distinct regions with very different electron density.
If the electron density profile of the cylinder is a continuous function, the step in
the polarization curve would disappear, as in the Gaussian case. The cylinder with
the Gaussian electron density profile produces significant circular polarization for
all harmonics, and its value increases smoothly with s.
At 6 = 89°, the circular polarization due to the homogeneous model is insignif
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icant for s£ 8 but increases to about 35% at s = 12. For the two-core model the
circular polarization is small for s £ 6 and increases significantly at s « 7, a lower
value compared with the homogeneous model. It is because the low density shell has
a low optical depth and becomes optically thin at a low harmonics. At s w (9 -1 0 ),
there is also a step, a characteristic of the model. For the Gaussian model, the cir
cular polarization is not negligible for low harmonics (s « 3) and its value increases
slowly and smoothly to about 32% at s = 12.
For a fixed harmonic number the circular polarization at #£60° is very large
and rapidly decreases when 0 increases (see §111 a). In figure 6(a), we note that for
all harmonics, the circular polarization at 8 = 45° is also larger than at 6 = 89°,
regardless of the electron density profile. This is because for a given harmonic
number the cyclotron opacities generally have large values near 8 ~ 90° and their
values decrease as 8 decreases, leading to low optical depths at larger 8 (Chanmugam
and Dulk 1981).
In figure 6 (b), the linear polarization due the same cylinders is plotted against
s. Here, its value at 8 = 89°, contrary to the circular polarization, is larger than
at 8 = 45°. Much higher linear polarization is obtained for 8 near 90°, because
for these angles, the ordinary mode intensity is optically thin but the extraordi
nary mode intensity is optically thick (Chanmugam and Dulk 1981). At 0 ss 90°,
the homogeneous cylinder is optically thick for s£,8, and hence insignificant lin
ear polarization is produced. For the two-core cylinder, the transition between the
optically thin and thick regions is at s « 6. For the Gaussian cylinder, since the
electron density covers a wide range, there are always regions which are optically
thin enough to produce significant linear polarization even for very low harmonics.
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At 8 = 45°, all models produce insignificant linear polarization for low harmonics
and only about 2% for

IV. APPLICATIONS
In previous calculations, the cyclotron emission region was assumed to have a
simple structure and geometry such as an infinite homogeneous slab (Chanmugam
and Dulk 1981; Barrett and Chanmugam 1984), a structureless blob (Meggitt and
Wickramasinghe 1982; Wickramasinghe and Meggitt 1985a), or a tall homogeneous
cylinder (Canalle and Opher 1986). These models are able to explain qualitatively
many features of the observed polarization but have difficulties in explaining the
observed flat spectra of some AM Her systems at optical/IR wavelengths (Schmidt,
Stockman and Grandi 1986). Furthermore, the parameters assumed to fit the ob
served polarization are inconsistent with those used to fit the optical/IR continuum
without assuming any background dilution.
At present, it is impossible to obtain a self-consistent inhomogeneous model to
describe the emission due to lack of knowledge of how the accreting material threads
onto the magnetic field. We therefore consider the simplest form of inhomogeneous
model, the two-core model, hoping to get some insight for a more realistic model in
the future.
First, we examine qualitatively whether the two-core model is applicable to the
systems we wish to examine. Recent observations on the eclipsing behavior of the
polarized light curves suggested that the emission regions are more likely to be
cylinders with height h «

R the radius of the circular base (Bailey et. aI. 1985;

Piirola, Reiz and Coyne 1987a). Theoretical calculations, assuming a homogeneous
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plasma (Wickramasinghe and Meggitt 1985b) or an inhomogeneous plasma (Paper I;
Stockman 1988), also show th at the flat cylinder model agrees with the observations
of most systems. By fitting the optical continuum in Paper I the ratio of the height
to the radius of the emission region of V834 Cen was found to be ~ 0.1, implying
that it is also a short cylinder. Some systems, e.g. ST LMi, however, require a
larger height (h ~ R ~ 107cm) in order to explain the hard X-ray luminosity, if its
emission region is within the cyclotron emission region.
For a cylinder with h < R, the top surface contributes most of the emission,
when the viewing angle 9 is small; the radiation from the curved surface dominates,
when 9 is large. Therefore, for 9 < 30°, calculations assuming an infinite cylinder
are inadequate to describe the emission region. However, in most eclipsing systems,
the accretion column only moves along the limb of the white dwarf, and the viewing
angle is then close to 90° during most of the bright orbital phase when the dominant
accreting pole is in view. Since the viewing angle is large, the projection of the flat
top surface, and hence the corresponding contribution to the total emission, is
small. In this case, the infinite cylinder is then a reasonable approximation. Our
calculations, with the choice that 9 > 30°, therefore allows us to study quantitatively
the effects of the inhomogeneities on the polarized radiation and hence probe the
structure of the cyclotron emission region of the AM Her systems.
In Paper I, we fitted the spectra of three AM Her systems, ST LMi, V834 Cen,
and EF Eri, using the two-core model. Here, this model is also applied to fit the
polarization curves of ST LMi and EF Eri. For V834 Cen, the viewing angle 9 to the
accretion column is much smaller than 90° during most of the orbital phase. Because
the observed spectrum is an orbital average, the two-core model which assumes an
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infinite cylindrical emission region is applicable to fit its spectrum as long as the
effective viewing angle is larger than 30°. The polarization light curves however
depend sensitively on 0, and therefore the infinite cylinder approximation, which
requires the emission region to have a large 0, is inapplicable to fit the polarization
light curve. In this paper we fit the polarization curves of another more appropriate
system, BL Hydri (=H0139-61), instead.

a) ST LMi
ST LMi was identified as an AM Her system by the optically polarized radiation
it emits (Stockman et.

aJ. 1983). The circular and linear polarization have a

periodic modulation of 114 min, and the bright phase lasts about 40 min (Stockman
et. aI. 1983). Extensive photometric and polarimetric observations performed by
Bailey et. a1. (1985) and Cropper (1986), show that the circular polarization is
about —25% in the optical band during the bright phase, when the accreting pole
faces the observer. The excess flux during the bright phase is typically a cyclotron
flux with the peak near 7000A and a frequency dependent intensity I v oc v~6 at
shorter wavelengths where the spectral index 6 « 8 (see Dulk 1985). Since the
spectrum of ST LMi has a steep optically thin part, it is possible to obtain a
reasonably good fit to it using both homogeneous and inhomogeneous models. Xray observations were also made by Beuermann (1987) who suggested the hard
X-ray and cyclotron emission regions are not identical.
A model assuming a homogeneous slab with k T = 5 keV and A ~ 10® was
suggested by Chanmugam and Wu (1987) to explain the observed J-band circular
polarization in addition to the optical spectrum. This homogeneous model can
also explain the peak at 7000A; however, it fails to provide a satisfactory fit to
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the observed white light circular polarization light curves. In paper I, a two-core
cylinder with parameters, based on the observations of Beuermann (1987), of k T =
lGfceV, N c = 1017cm~3, N a = 1014cm” 3, R = 107cm, and T2 = 0.005 was used to
fit the infrared and optical continuum of ST LMi, and a good fit was obtained. Here
the same two-core model is used to fit the observed white light circular polarization
light curve of Bailey et. al. (1985). The inclination of the system i = 69° and
the colatitude of the magnetic pole A = 146°, as suggested by Schmidt, Stockman,
and Grandi (1983). The calculated circular polarization light curve agrees well with
the observations (Fig. 7a). The corresponding curve for a homogeneous cylinder
with kT = 5 keV , N — 10I5cm“ 3 and R = 106cm, parameters about the same
as those used by Chanmugam and Wu (1987), is also presented in the same figure
but does not fit the observations as well. We note that all theoretical curves show
strong circular polarization at the orbital phase near 0.7 and 1.0. These orbital
phases correspond to the viewing angle with a value

89°. Generally, the circular

polarization at this angle is small (see §111 a). However, in this case and figure 6(a)
the electron density profile is different, leading to larger circular polarization near
90° (see also Fig. 7b of Barrett and Chanmugam 1984, who considered k T = 30fceV
and A = 106).
In figure 7(b), three circular polarization light curves are generated using the
two-core model with the parameters that fits the white light circular polarization.
The corresponding wavelengths of the curves are 0.90/im, 0.55ftm, and 0.36/im, the
effective wavelengths for the I, V, and U bands respectively. Due to the difficulty
of extracting the numerical values of the observations from the diagrams in the
literature, we present only theoretical results here. However, the general features
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of the theoretical curves agree with the observations (see Bailey et. a1. 1985).

b) EF Eri

'

EF Eri was confirmed as an AM Her system by Tapia (1979) who discov
ered large circularly and linearly polarized light with an orbital period of 81 min
(Griffith et.

a/.

1979; William et.

a1. 1979; Bond, Chanmugam and Grauer

1979). It has a strong hard X-ray luminosity during its high state, and its soft
X-ray luminosity exceeds the hard X-ray luminosity by only a factor of 3 (Beuermann, Stella and Patterson 1987). The area of the hard X-ray emission region
Afrx ~ (0.02 —0.6)

X

1015cm2 is much smaller than the area of the cyclotron emis

sion region A cyc ~ (3.2 —12.2) x 1015cm2, suggesting the hard X-ray emission region
is probably surrounded by a larger cyclotron emission region (Beuermann, Stella
and Patterson 1987). Simultaneous five-color (UBVRI) photometry and polarimetry of this system were made by Cropper (1985) and Piirola, Reiz, and Coyne
(1987b), and the latter suggested that i « 55° and A sa 38°. W ithin one orbit, two
pulses were observed in the linear polarization curves of the I and R bands. The
weak secondary linear pulses observed in these bands are believed to be due to the
polarized radiation from a second accretion region. The optical spectrum of EF Eri
is quite flat, implying that the cyclotron emission region is highly inhomogeneous.
The geometrical shape of the emission region is believed to be very complicated,
and the possibility that it might be ribbon-like has been made (Beuermann, Stella
and Patterson 1987; Piirola, Reiz and Coyne 1987b).
In paper I, a two-core model with the parameters k T = 15fceV, R = 107cm,
N c = 10I7cm” 3, N a — 1014cm-3 , and T2 = 0.05 was found to provide a good fit
to the observed optical/IR spectrum in Piirola, Reiz, and Coyne (1987b). Here the
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same two-core cylinder is used to fit observed V-band polarization light curve in
Piirola, Reiz, and Coyne (1987b). A polarization light curve due to a homogenous
cylinder with k T = 20&eV, R ~ 5 x 106cm, and N = 5 x 1015cm-3 is also presented
for comparison (Fig. 8a). In these fits, the polarization is averaged over the entire
band. The homogeneous cylinder produces too little circular polarization at the
orbital phase 0.2-0.8 but too much for the other orbital phases. Homogeneous
cylinders with other parameters also fail to provide any satisfactory fits to the
V-band circular polarization light curve (see Wu and Chanmugam 1989). The
circular polarization light curve due to the two-core cylinder, however, agrees quite
well with the observations, implying that the two-core model is the first one to
provide satisfactory fits to the V-band circular polarization light curve, the flat
optical spectrum, and the hard X-ray luminosity of a system. Here, we also present
the theoretical circular polarization curves of the wavelengths 0.90fim, 0.55/nn, and
0.36/im generated by the two-core model with the parameters used to fit the V-band
circular polarization (Fig. 8b).
c) B L H y d ri
BL Hydri (=H0139-68) which was discovered as a soft X-ray source and iden
tified by Agrawal et. a1. (1981) as an AM Her system. The optical light curve
together with the Balmer, Hel, and Hell lines show a periodic modulation of 110
min (Thorstensen, Schommer and Charles 1983). Simultaneous five-color photo
metric and polarimetric observations on this system were performed by Piirola,
Reiz, and Coyne (1987a) who suggested that i ~ (65 —75)° and A ~ (126 —142)°
respectively. The observed circular polarization is fa —17% in the I and R bands,
and fa 10% in the V-band. The cyclotron spectrum has a steep slope (5 fa 7) in the
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optical thin region, and the peak of the spectrum was found to lie near the infrared
end. Piirola, Reiz, and Coyne (1987a) used the constant temperature and A model
of Wickramasinghe and Meggitt (1985a) to fit the optical spectrum and to explain
the calibrated polarization against viewing angle curves. A constant temperature
and A model with A = 104, k T = 20fceV, and B as 24M G was found to be able
to fit the optical spectrum, but the predicted circular polarization was twice as
large as the observed values. Moreover, from the circular polarization overshoot
near zero-crossing, Piirola, Reiz, and Coyne (1987a) suggested that the cyclotron
emission region has a height of « (0.01 —0 ,0 2 )7 ^ , and a width of

(0 .1 -0.2)11 ^,

where R w^ is the white dwarf radius. For a white dwarf with mass about 0.5M©
the corresponding height and width are then 106cm and 107cm respectively. These
values are a few orders of magnitude larger than 104cm, the size of the emission
region deduced, if A ~ 104 and an electron density of ~ 1016cm“ 3 is assumed.
Disagreement arises because the constant temperature and A model is a simplified
homogeneous model and hence inadequate to describe an emission region which may
have a complicated structure and shape. These factors must be taken into account
in order to obtain a satisfactory fit to the observations.
The cyclotron spectrum can easily be fitted by a model with relatively low
inhomogeneity, because the spectral index 6 « 7, a value similar to that of a ho
mogeneous model. However, since the peak of the cyclotron spectrum lies in the
infrared, it requires a low average electron density in order that the U, B, V, R,
and I bands are in the optically thin region of the spectrum. Here, we consider
a two-core cylinder with N c = 4 x 1016cm-3 , N a — 1

X

1014cm~3, V2 — 0.025,

k T = lOkeV, B = 30MG, and R = 107cm. We use the observed circular and linear

polarization against viewing angle curves, from Piirola, Reiz, and Coyne (1987a),
(Fig. 9a,b) in which the values of the two polarization are calibrated so that the
contribution due to the unpolarized background radiation is subtracted. In each fig
ure, two other curves, one corresponding to the constant tem perature and A model
and the other to the homogeneous cylinder model, are also presented together with
the two-core model for comparison. For the constant temperature and A model,
the curve is based on the data presented in Table 2 of Wickramasinghe and Meg
gitt (1985a). The relevant parameters are k T = 20fceV, A = 104, B = 24M G,
and 8 = 7, the same values used by Piirola, Reiz, and Coyne (1987b). For the
homogeneous model, the radius of the plasma cylinder is 2 x 107cm, which is about
the value suggested by the eclipsing behavior of the polarization light curve. The
tem perature k T = lOfceV, the electron density N — 1015cm-3 , and the magnetic
field B = 25M G. The polarization is an average over the whole band. The constant
tem perature and A model produces too much polarization, while the homogeneous
cylinder model too little; only the two-core model agrees with the observations.
The magnetic field using the two-core model is 30M G , consistent with the value
« (30 —Z7)MG (Piirola, Reiz and Coyne 1987a) deduced from the ratio of linear
and circular polarization (see Barrett and Chanmugam 1984) and the Zeeman ab
sorption features near Ha and Up (Schwope and Beuermann 1985). In figures 9
(c) and (d), we present the theoretical circular and linear polarization, against 6,
curves respectively for the parameters suggested to fit the system. The wavelengths
of the curves are 0.9Q^m, 0.55/nra, and 0.36/im. The predicted values of the cir
cular and the linear polarization for 0.55fim and 0.36fxm in general agree with the
observations (see Piirola, Reiz and Coyne 1987a). However, the values for 0.90fxm
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is lower than the observed values, implying the cyclotron emission region may be
more complicated or there are two emission regions: one emitting optical radiation
and the other infrared (Piirola, Reiz, and Coyne 1987a).

V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, calculations of the polarization of the cyclotron emission from
plasma cylinders with an uniform axisymmetric magnetic field, a uniform temper
ature, and various electron density profiles, such as homogeneous, two-core, Gaus
sian, exponential, and modified power-law, are presented. For a given harmonic
number, the inhomogeneous cylinders generally produce larger circular and linear
polarization at large angles when compared to the homogeneous cylinder. When the
viewing angle 9 decreases, the optical depths of the homogenous cylinders decrease
more rapidly than for the inhomogeneous cylinders, and for 9 « 30° the circular
polarization due to the homogeneous cylinders generally becomes larger than that
for the inhomogeneous cylinders. The frequency-dependence of the circular and
linear polarization are also different for different electron density profiles. For low
harmonics, the two-core model and the Gaussian model produce larger circular and
linear polarization than the homogeneous model. For higher harmonics, the polar
ization due to the homogeneous and inhomogeneous models are similar, because all
these plasma cylinders become optically thin.
Good fits to the observed polarization light curves of the AM Her systems ST
LMi, EF Eri, and BL Hydri are obtained using the simplest of the inhomogeneous
models, the two-core model. The white light circular polarization curve of ST LMi
is fitted very well assuming a cylinder with same set of parameters as used in Paper
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I to fit the optical/IR spectrum. The values of the parameters suggested by the
fit to the V-band circular polarization curve of EF Eri are also identical to those
used in the fit to the optical/IR continuum in the previous paper. Moreover, the
inhomogeneous model can fit the angle dependent circular and linear polarization
curves of BL Hydri better than the constant tem perature and A model and the
homogeneous cylinder model.
In conclusion, we emphasize that electron density profiles have significant effects
on the cyclotron spectrum and the polarization, and the fits assuming such profiles
provide much better agreement with the observations.

This research was supported by NSF grant AST-8700742.
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F IG U R E C A PT IO N S
Figure

1:

The circular polarization due to homogeneous cylinders is plotted

against the viewing angle 8 (solid curves) for harmonic number s =
polarization (dashed curves) for s = 9. Curve

1

7,

and linear

corresponds to a cylinder with

k T — 1OkeV and N — 1015cro~3, curve 2 with k T = 10keV and N = 1016cm-3 ,
and curve 3 with k T = 15keV and N = 1016cm "3.
Figure 2: (a) The circular (solid curves) and linear (dashed curves) polarization
due to two-core cylinders with k T = lO&eF and N c = 3 x 1017cm - 3 are plotted
against 8 for s = 7. For curve 1, T2 = 0.03; for curve 2, T2 = 0.01; and for
curve 3, T2 = 0.001. (b) The same temperature as in (a) but with T 2 = 0.03. For
curve 1, N c = 3.0 x 1017cm-3 ; for curve 2, N c — 2.0

X

1017cm-3 ; and for curve 3,

N c = 5.0 x 1016cm -3.
Figure 3: The circular (solid curves) and linear (dashed curves) polarization
due to Gaussian cylinders are plotted against 9, For curve 1 , a 2 — 10.0 and N q =
1.00

X

1017cm-3; for curve 2, a 2 = 5.0 and N o = 5.03 X 1016cm~3; and for curve 3,

a 2 = 1.0 and N q = 1-58 x

1 0 16cm-3 .

Figure 4: The circular (solid curves) and linear (dashed curves) polarization
due to exponential cylinders are plotted against 9. For curve

1,

/? = 5.0 and

N e ~ 1.30 x 1017cm-3 ; for curve 2, /3 = 3.0 and N e — 5.62 x 1016cm“ 3; and for
curve 3, /? = 1.0 and N e = 1.89 x 1016cm“ 3.
Figure 5: (a) The circular (solid curves) and linear (dashed curves) polarization
are plotted against 9 for power-law cylinders with (j) = 1.0. For curve 1 ,

7

= 10.0

and N p = 3.67 x 1017cm-3 ; for curve 2 , 7 = 5.0 and N p = 8.73 x 1016cm-3 ; and for
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curve 3,

7

= 1.0 and N p = 1.63 x 1016cm 3. (b) The same as in (a) but <f>= 10.0.

For curve 1,

7

= 2.0 and N p — 3.36

X

1017cm-3 ; and for curve 2,

7

= 1.0 and

N P = 6.58 x 1016cm "3.
Figure 6: (a) The circular polarization is plotted against the harmonic number
3

for 8 — 89° (dashed curves) and for 8 = 45° (solid curves). Curves 1 are for

the two-core model with N c = 3 x 1017cm“ 3 and F2 = 0.03, curves 2 for the
homogeneous model with N = 1016cm “ 3 and curves 3 for the Gaussian model with
N c = 1 x 1017cm -3 and a 2 = 10. (b) The linear polarization is plotted against the
harmonic number for the same param eters as in figure 6(a).
Figure 7: (a) The observed white light circular polarization light curve (crosses)
for the system ST LMi from Bailey et. al. (1985). Curve 1 corresponds to a twocore cylinder with k T = lOfceV, R = 2.0 x 107cm, N c = 1017cm“ 3, N s = 1014cro-3 ,
and T2 = 0.005. Curve 2 corresponds to a homogeneous cylinder with k T = 5keV,
R = 106cm, and N = 5.0 x 1015cm-3 . (b) The theoretical circular polarization light
curves for the same param eters as for curve 1 in (a). The corresponding wavelengths
for curves 1, 2, and 3 are O.OO^m, 0.55/zm, and 0.36fim respectively.
Figure 8: (a) The observed V-band circular polarization light curve (crosses)
for the system EF Eri from Piirola, Reiz, and Coyne (1987b). Curve 1 corresponds
to a two-core cylinder with k T = 15keV , R = 107cm, N c — 1017cm“ 3, N s =
1014cm -3 , and P 2 = 0.05. Curve 2 corresponds to a homogeneous cylinder with
k T = 20fceV, R = 5.0 x 106cm, and N = 5.0

X

1015cm “ 3. (b) The theoretical

circular polarization light curve for the same param eters as for curve 1 in (a). The
corresponding wavelengths for curves 1, 2, and 3 are 0.90/im, 0.55/nm, and 0.36^m
respectively.
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Figure 9: (a) The V-band circular and (b) linear polarization are plotted against
9 for the system BL Hydri. The crosses are the calibrated data given in Piirola, Reiz,
and Coyne (1987a), Curve 1 corresponds to a two-core cylinder with k T = 10keV,
R = 107cm, N c — 4.0 x 1016cm-3 , N a — 1014cm-3 , and T2 = 0.025. Curve 2
corresponds to the constant temperature model with k T — 20keV and A = 104.
Curve 3 corresponds to a homogeneous cylinder with k T = 10keV, R = 2,0 X 107cm,
and N = 10lscm“ 3. (c) The theoretical circular polarization, against 9, curves for
the same parameters as for curve 1 in (a). The corresponding wavelengths for curves
1, 2, and 3 are 0.90/*m, 0.55/am, and 0.3Q f i m respectively, (d) The theoretical linear
polarization, against 9, curves for the same parameters as in (c).
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